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Pike prank suit settled
MURRAY, Ky. (AP) — A
5 lawsuit over a fraternity hazing
.‘••;;_*.ineident at Murray State University ended in an out-of-court
settlement.
Two women and an infant had
sued the national fraternity Pi
Kappa Alpha, its local chapter
and 13 pledges last year claiming
the pledges had assaulted them.
Attorneys for both sides
refused to discuss the settlement,
citing an agreement reached this
week not to disclose the amount
of money that changed hands.
The suit, filed on behalf of Tami
Tucker-Clark, her sister Tani
Tucker-Newton, and Allen Quinn
Clark, Tucker-Clark's son. did

nity's members and pledges
harassed them on campus after
the incident for pressing charges.
Buddy Nichols, a Pi Kappa
Alpha consultant with Casualty
Insurance Consultants in Memphis, Tenn., confirmed the
settlement.
While Pi Kappa Alpha did not
admit wrongdoing, the defendants
settled to avoid the cost of prot
:acted litigation, Nichols said. He
did not say how the settlement
was structured or if the pledges
and the fraternity shared in providing the settlement.
Calling it the first hazing-

Si The defendants were "caught up in
practicing something that had gone on
for years.- II
...Buddy Nichols
not specify damages.
They contended they suffered
physical and emotional injuries
on Nov. 22, 1992, when pledges
forced their way into the home of
fraternity member Quentin Clark,
Tucker-Clerk's husband, and
kidnapped him.
Apparently unaware the attack

was fraternity-related, the women
struggled with the intruders and
were shoved around. TuckerClark was five months' pregnant
and claimed that the baby suffered "neurological deficits"
when she was thrown to the
floor.
The women claimed the frater-

AMY WILSOkledgto & Times photo

Members of the North Elementary Site-Based Council discuss results
from the KIRIS assessment. Not pictured is Janis Hicks.

North Council happy
with KIRIS scores

II See Page 2

State led in marijuana arrests- -1''''44"
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky led the nation last .year
in the number of marijuanarelated arrests with 1,903,
according to the U.S. Drug
Enforcement Agency.
"We had a tremendous amount
of arrests,'' said Richard A.
Badaracco,a special agent with

the Kentucky DEA office.
The DEA also said Kentucky's
anti-marijuana task force destroyed more cultivated pot plants than
any other state except Hawaii.
The task force cut down and
burned 645,232 plants. Police in
Hawaii destroyed 779,620.
Officials said it was impossible,

to put a dollar value on the 9,863 outdoor patches and 73
indoor growing operations. Police
amount destroyed.
Kentucky's task force of 17 also seized 2.345 pounds of profederal, state and local agencies cessed marijuana and 402 weahas been used as a model for pons, and found 216 booby traps.
other states. It is an effective That is the highest number of
traps ever seized.
program, Badaracco said.
The pot plants destroyed in
Kentucky last year came from •See Page 2

Another Medicaid
audit finds problems
patient.
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
State Sen. Susan Johns wonAssociated Press Writer
when the studying will end
dered
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -.—
solving begin.
the
and
Four separate studies, all conis chairman of the ProgJohns
cluding widespread mismanageram Review and Investigations
ment and sloth, have just about
of the General
Committee
convinced Human Resources Secreleased similar
which
Assembly,
retary Fontaine Banks that the
ago and sugmonths
six
findings
state's Medicaid program has
potential savings of $211
gested
problems.
million. That committee also
"We have a feeling that everymade a number of suggestions for
thing we need to know, we know
changes.
and now we can proceed with
— My- question is, when arc
implementing a correction,"
they going to implement them?"
Banks said Monday following the
Johns said.
release of the latest study by the
A lengthy study by Auditor
state auditor's - office.
Chandler's staff suggested
Ben
Banks at one point blamed lack
could save upward of
state
the
of oversight of the $1.8 billion
with a variety of
million
S209
Medicaid program on state
Medicaid.
in
changes
budget cuts, but his own staff
She estimated that perhaps 10
contradicted him alter an afterof the nearly 500,000
percent
noon news conference to report
are on the Medicaid
who
people
theie had been no significant pereven eligible.
not
are
rolls
sonnel cuts in the agency.
Johns said that has been one of
Banks did acknowledge there
of studying
had been little real oversight. the frustrating pieces
asks any
"Nobody
Medicaid.
"The attitude in the past seems
to be keep the providers happy questions," she said.
Medicaid provides health care
and everything would be OK,"
for the poor and disabled
services
Banks said.
Legislators are much less • See Page 2

-

North Elementary hopes to cash in on some rewards, as long as
the 1993-94 KIRIS scores are as positive as those for 1992-93,
which were released last week.
"The scores sent out in October were only partial scores and an
estimation of where we would be," said Principal Ronnie Walker.
"These scores tell us exactly how we did."
According to composite scores from the 1992-93 Kentucky
Instructional Results Information System assessments, North •
Elementary scored 46.5, ,a significant increase above the 39.3
,
improvement goal that had been set.
Because the school exceeded the goal by one percent or more, it

• See Page 2

Mapdela
launches
campaign
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STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo

Park's "Play It Again
In
Samantha Hastle, Lee Blair and Marc S. Goldhamer rehearse for the Playhouse the
Performances
weekends.
two
run
will
comedy
adult
Sam," which opens this weekend. The sophisticated
Sundays.
p.m.
2
and
Saturday
begin at 8 p.m. Friday and

Hubble insists Whitewater not part of decision
from wherever they came," HubBy CAROLYN SKORNECK
bell said in a statement Monday.
Associated Press Writer
But he decided to resign, he said,
WASHINGTON (AP) — Webbecause "I believe too much in
ster Hubbell is insisting his resigcountry, the president, the
this
nation as associate attorney gengeneral, the Justice
attorney
eral has nothing to do with the
my wife_and family
Department,
Whitewater affair dogging longcolleagues."
my
and
time friends Bill and Hillary RodPresident Clinton said that as a
ham Clinton.
Instead, Hubbell says, his posi- personal friend, he found it "hard
tion as the Justice Department's to believe" Hubbell was guilty of
No. 3 official was being under- any wrongdoing, but he said "he
mined by controversy over "pri- made the right decision" to
vate issues" involving his previ- return home to Arkansas to deal
ous work for the Rose Law Firm
with the matters.
in Little Rock, Ark.
The Rose Law Firm, where
"If it were just me alone. I Hubbell was a partner with Mrs.
would stand and take the blows .Clinton, is investigating allege-

Si These private
have
issues
nothing to do with
Whitewater, Madison Guaranty, the
McDougals or the
president and first
lady. ii
...Webster Hubbell
tions of overbilling and insufficient backup for expense
requests.

Gingrich of Georgia, renewing a
Legal papers show Mrs. Clincall for congressional hearings
ton worked with Hubbell on the
into the Whitewatcr affair, said
case in dispute, the New York
he was disturbed that Attorney
newsThe
today.
Post reported
General Janet Reno said Hubbell
paper quoted legal documents as
was leaving to tend to what she
saying Mrs. Clinton, Hubbell and
"old, private disputes."
called
Rose
another
Stewart,
Lee
Amy
about whether the fed"Issues
attorney, represented P.O.M.,
was, overbilled,
government
eral
company
-meter
Inc., a parking
issues about how the Rose Law
owned by Hubbell's in-laws
Firm handled savings and loan
The firm's work regarding the
legal affairs for the federal govSavings
Guaranty
failed Madison
are
& Loan, whose owner James ernment, these kind of issues
Gingrich
matters,"
private
not
McDougal was a partner with the
said.
Clintons in the Whitewater DeveBut Hubbell said in his statelopment Corp., also has prompted
official scrutiny.
House Republican Whip Newt • See Page 2

MMABATHO, South Africa
(AP) — Nelson Mandela made a
triumphant visit today to the former black homeland of
Bophuthatswana and guaranteed
jobs to cheering supporters if the
ANC wins South African elections in April.
Jubilant supporters mobbed
Mandela's motorcade and posted
ANC campaign posters, symbolizing the powerlessness of their
ousted ruler.
A bloody civil uprising drove
Lucas Mangope from power last
week, ending Bophuthatswana's
so-called "independence' and
clearing the way for its 2.5 million people to participate in
South Africa's April 26-28
election.
Mangopc had banned campaigning in Bophuthatswana and
opposed its reincorporation into
South Africa, sparking a strike by
civil servants and rioting that
killed at least 24 people before
Mangope's capitulation Friday.
The South African government
and black groups have appointed
joint administrators to run
Bophuthatswana until the
election.
"You have our full backing,"
Mandela told the two administrators, South Africa's ambassador
in Mmabatho, Tjaart van der
Walt and Joe Megoro, a South
African Development Bank
official.
In a speech to government
workers, Mandela assured them
they would receive all benefits
they are owed, including their
pensions and salaries. Civil servants went on strike last week
because they feared Mangope's
beleaguered government would
not be abe to pay their checks
and pensions.
Mandela also assured governIII See Page 2
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• Murray Board of Zoning Adjustments will meet Wednesday a 5 15 p m.
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Loch Ness photo is fake •KIRIS scores...
the lock- Shine was
quoted as saying.
The Sunday Telegraph said for
60 years the photograph has been
attributed to Robert Wilson, an
eminent London gynecologist
who said he took it on April 19,
1934, after his companion saw a
commotion in the water and
shouted: "My God, it's the
monster.''
But the paper said Boyd and
Martin learned that Wilson was
part of a plot to fool the London
press.
It said the hoax was hatched by
his mend Marmaduke Wetherell,
film maker, self-publicist and
sell-styled big game hunter hired
b) the Daily Mail in 1933 to hunt
Nessie.
The model was one foot high
and 18 inches long. The keel of
the toy submarine was fitted with
lead to give the model extra stability in the water. It was uken to
powerful in

Two Loch
LONDON (AP)
Ness researchen say the famous
1934 photograph of Nemec widi a
hump back and long neck is a
fake.
Alastair Boyd and David Marun of the Loch Ness Project at
Drumnadrochit on the shores of
the Scottish Highlands lake say
the photograph is of a model
made from a toy submarine fitted
Vi 1 th 3 neck and head built from
plastic wood to resemble -1 sea
serpent.
•The %cell.. London newspaper
The Sunday Telegraph. which
published their findings on Sunday. called the picture "one of
the greatest hoaxes of the 20th
.entury."
Adrian Shine, the Loch Ness
Project head, *AS quoted by The
limes of London on Monday as
..1ing he accepts the re.
pon of
the hoax hut that the hunt for
will go on.
"Eyewitness accounts still
sugsest that there is something

II Marijuana...

Murray
Ledger & Times
13o,

FROM PAGE 1
The total number of plants
destroyed in Kentucky was down
trom jpe„, 922,965 in 1992, hut
one giant field found in Mercer
County in 1992 accounted for
much of the difference. It cootamed 175,000 plants.
Task force spokesman Gordon
Nichols said the most plants were
destroyed in Wayne County in
southern Kentucky Police cut
down '1.800 plants there

Whitneii Dr
Murray KY 42C- 1
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and long-term care for the elderly. The state puts up about 30
cents of each dollar paid out by
Medicaid with the rest coming
from the federal government.
Johns, D-Louisv Ole. and Rep.
Jack Coleman, D-Burgin, sponsored legislation this session to
create a series of penalties for
detecting and punishing Medicaid
fraud and ahuse. It will become
law this summer.
But Johns said that may not be
enough.
"I've never in my life seen
anything that is so out of control
"and such a wasteiof taxpayers'
money," Johns said. "I think
Medicaid at this point needs to be
pulled apart and put back
together.-
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FROM PAGE 1
can receive cash rewards from
the state as long as the scores for
1993-94 are also above that level.
Next year's scores will be
combined with those from
large reptiles with small heads
1992-93 and averaged to deterand long necks which died out 65 mine the final score, which will
million years ago.
be used in determining the
Other theories include one by schools that should be rewarded.
Shine this year in The Scottish
"Based on the improvement
Naturalist that Nessie may be a from the threshold, which is the
big Baltic sturgeon.
improvement goal. we will be
The Loch Ness Monster legend eligible for awards," Walker said.
dates back to 565 when St. Col- "We did so well that it decreases
umba is said to have.rescued a 'the &raiment of increase we have
farmer from a monster's grasp. to have for next year's scores.
The first locally recorded sightNorth Elementary's Site-Based
ing, reported by the Inverness Council reviewed the composite
Chronicle newspaper in 1868, scores at its meeting Monday.
spoke of a huge fish.
Although the final results for
Nearly 1 million tourists visit
1992-93 are just now reaching
Loch Ness each year hoping to the schools, Walker said much of
catch a glimpse of Nessie. They
the delay was because many of
pump $37 million into the local the writing portfolios had to be
ec0110M!,
re scored.
In addition, last year's scores
are coming in as the schools are
beginning to prepare for this
)
,C:ir's test.
"North will begin the perforFROM PAGE 1
ment workers they would keep
their jobs or get new ones under
an ANC government.
"All of you are going to get
your jobs without exception. You
are going to get your pay," he
FROM PAGE 1
said to cheers. "You have the
related settlement during his
expenence of running a governseven years representing Pi Kapment, and we're going to rely on
pa Alpha, Nichols said a "valuable
lesson had been learned."
The civil service in the temtThe defendants were "caught
ory may be reshaped or trimmed,
up in practicing something that
Mandela said, but everyone
had gone on for years," Nichols
would still have a job. "None of
said. The national group has camyou will be thrown into the
paigned hard to enforce a ban on
streets," he said.
hazing, he said.
Several top ANC officials
The national headquarters will
accompanied Mandela, including
take unspecified action against
his estranged wife. Winnie Manthe Murray State chapter as soon
dela, head of the ANC's
as
the settlement is final, he said.
Women's League. Mandela
But Scott Onans, a Pi Kappa
planned a rally in Independence
Alpha spokesman in Memphis,
Stadium, long the domain of
said
the national group did not
Mangope and off-limits to the
plan any further sanctions against
ANC and other homeland
the local. It already has placed
opponents.
the Murray State chapter in
The. stadium and an opulent
"alumni receivership" for three
convention center where Mandela
years, hut that did not limit its
spoke to business owners were
activities or the size of its pledge
built by Mangope in a bid to
classes:
show the homeland created by
The university imposed severe
apartheid could be successful.
sanctions, but those did not affect
But Bophuthatswana, which declared itself independent in 1977, the fraternity's charter and
expired midway through the fall
never achieved self-sufficieney
and was never recognized aS' semester, said Don Robertson,
associate vice president for stusovereign except by the South
dent affairs. The chapter also was
Afncan government.
ordered to pay Tucker-Clark's
It was one of 10 tribal homemedical expenses.
lands created under apartheid to
Misdemeanor criminal indictkeep blacks separate from whites.
ments were issued against 13 of
At1 are tO be incorporated into
the pledges. Eleven entered
South Africa after the election.
Alford pleas — meaning they
Mangope and his supporters
admitted no guilt but acknowhave blamed the ANC for the ledged
there was enough evidestruction, saying it instigated dence
for a jury to convict them
the upnsing.
— to charges of criminal mischief and fourth-degree assault.
Charges against a 12th pledge
were dropped, and a 13th entered
a diversion program.
Marshall District Judge Dennis
Foust said Monday he likely will
- Vacate the pleas later this week
PICK 3:
because restitution and
8-5-9
community-service requirements
CASH 5:
have been met.
7.9-12-14-17
"Basically, it would wipe their
THE PICK:
records clean,- the judge said.

II Mandela...

Local farmers get help

•Pike ...

Ky.
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•

"I think we are proudest of our
marKe event testing April 14 and
math scores," he said. "We have
the transitional tests, which are
really worked hard and I attribute
similar to the traditional paper
and pencil tests, the week of it to the change in the ways it is
being taught."
April 18." Walker said.
In 1991-92, 7316 percent of
The scores have provided a
way for the schools to pinpoint North's fourth-graders scored in
the novice category, which is the
areas that need improvement.
lowest level. In 1992-93, only
"1 think we were frustrated in
the beginning because we had to 22.9 percent of the students were
do portfolios with kids who were ranked as novices.
not used to doing so much writSince students are ranked in
ing," ,he said. "Now, we are
incorporating the writing process four areas, schools strive to keep
from age 5 and changing our the numbers low in the novice
category and high lin
teaching methods."
The next step in the assessment distinguished.
According to the con*osite
process is to go back and make
scores for other schools in the
improvements.
"What we are planning to do is Calloway system, Southwest
what we call "fine tune" and look Elementary scored 46.1, which
at the changes we have made and exceeded the 45.2 goal. Calloway
see what improvements arc Middle School exceeded its goal
needed," Walker said. "We are of 50.0 with a score of 51.4.
East Elementary scored 35.8,
planning to give teachers addiwhich is lower than the improvetional training in some areas."
ment goal of 41.1. However, the
North Elementary has initiated
school improved from the
different teaching methods in
1991-92 score of 34.6.
areas such as mathematics and
Calloway High barely missed
as
well
a
more
science, as
its goal of 43.3 with a 43.1 score.
"hands-on approach."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Farmers in 41 counties can apply
for federal loans. to cover losses
from winter storm damage, the
state Disaster and Emergency
Services division announced
Monday.
Twenty-six of the counties are
eligible because of the ice, snow
and record cold of Jan. 16-17, a
statement from the agency said.
They are Anderson, Bracken,
Bourbon, Carroll, Davicss, Fayette, Franklin, Gallatin, Grant,
Hancock, Harrison, Henderson,
Henry, Jefferson, McLean,
Nicholas, Ohio, Oldham, Owen,

Pendleton, Robertson, Scott,
Shelby, Spencer, Trimble and
Woodford.
Fifteen border counties are
eligible under a federal disaster
declaration for Tennessee following a Feb. 9-11 ice storm.
They are Allen, Calloway,
Christian, Clinton, Cumberland,
Graves, Hickman, Logan, McCreary, Monroe, Simpson, Todd,
Trigg, Wayne and Whitley.
The counties were approved by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture. Loans would be administered by the Farmers Home
Administration.

Principal suspended for
making racial statements
WEDOWEE, Ala.(AP) — The
high school prom is on, and the
principal who talked of banning
interracial couples is out, at least
for now.
Hulond Humphries was suspended Monday by the Randolph
County School Board while it
investigates complaints he told a
mixed-race student she was a
"mistake" and said there would
be no prom if blacks and whites
showed up as dates.

About 500 people jammed the
Randolph County High School
auditorium amid heavy security
for the hearing. Civil rights leaders spoke on behalf of the [nixedrace student, ReVonda Bowen.
Humphries' supporters said his
comments were misinterpreted
and were a result of his frustration with racially motivated
fights at the 680-student school,
which is 62 percent white and 38
percent black.

•Whitewater...

Sponsored by Murra. Shrine Club
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Loch Ness to be photographed in
authentic sarroundv.
The picture stirred worldwide
interest. Some researchers have
used it to back claims that Nessie
is descended from plesiosaurs.
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FROM PAGE 1
ment, "These private issues have
nothing to do with Whitewater,
Madison Guaranty, the McDougals or the president and first
lady."
He said his 20-year friendship
with the Clintons "has been a
never-ending source of pride and
sustenance. Their support of me
has been unfailing."
Hubbell was the second highranking Clinton official to resign
in just over a week. White House
Counsel Bernard Nussbaum quit
under fire March 5 after revelations of White House briefings
with federal regulators•investigating Madison.
Hubbell's resignation also
comes just one month after Philip
Heymann departed as deputy

Best Breakfast In Town!
•

attorney general, the department's No. 2 official, citing management and style differences
with Reno.
Reno said Hubbell's departure
after nine months on the job
would be a loss for the department.
A federal official who
reviewed the billings in a Madison cleanup case supervised by
Hubbell told The Associated
Press that the government
appeared to have paid the Rose
firm twice for the same work
amounting to nearly $30,000.
The official said the Rose firm
submitted a $2,400 charge twice
and a $27,000 charge twice. The
charges were part of a total billing of $400,000 in the case,
which involved an accounting
firm sued by the FDIC.
"The records show those
(smaller) bills being paid" before
the amounts were resubmitted,
said the official, speaking on condition of anonymity. "The only
other possibility is that this is a
billing error."
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Parenty volunteers Rhonda Smith (left) and Linda Williams (second
from right) help North primary students Amanda HardInson and Jamie
Cavitt make paper mache planets.

Calloway County Middle School's 6Plus2 students Heath Wry. and
Corey Conner work together on a reading display as Kyle Robertson
and Candis Goodaker observe.

Calloway County Middle School students Joey Darnell, Ben Arnett and
Michael Williams are working cooperatively on a social studies project.

East Elementary winners of the geography bee are fifth grader Aaron
Cowan, runner-up, and fifth grader Jeremy Allbritten, winner.

Maxine Pzol's fifth grade class at East Elementary earned Papa John's
Pizza for their participation In the accelerated reader contest.

Primary students at North study the community and service organizations within the community. Katharine Cowan spoke to students about
pet care and the function of the Humane Society.

North Calloway Elementary winners of the National Geographic
Society's geography bee are fourth grader Gatlin Rowland,
first, and fifth
grader Austin Webb, runner-up.

Kindergarten students Randy Finch and Nathan Crafton decorate pinwheels during art class at Murray Christian Academy.

Calloway High students In freshman honors English class are In the
revision process of writing short stories. Pictured front row are Josh
Lasater and Patrick Haney, (back row) Josh McKell, Trent RIngstaff,
Chris McNeely and Jermaine Sulter.

MSU practicum student Linda Ward led students In a discussion about
ecology and ways we can solve some of our pollution problems.
Together, Ward and students made a compost pile and discussed how
It could help the environment and our gardners.

4-

Southwest Elementary winners of the geography bee are fourth grader
John Stickler, winner, and fourth grader Amber Young, runner-up.

School Supply

Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs
of the Murray Independent School District and the Calloway
County Schools and edited by the staff of the Ledger & Times.
Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your
questions and comments about area public schools to the Murray
City Schools (753-4363) or the Calloway County Public Schools
(753-2893).

- TOYS - BOOKS - GAMES - PUZZLES -

Valerie Shelton, a senior at Calloway County High School, has been
selected as student of the week. The daughter of Michael and Beverly
Shelton, she plays basketball and softball. She holds the Calloway
County all-time leading scorer recorder. Pictured: Principal Jerry Ainley, Shelton, James Hart of Century 21 and Dal Barnett of WSJPIWNBS.
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FROM OUR READERS
No change is needed in gun laws
Dear Editor
There is a movement of liberaliforces to change the gun laws in
Kentucky in a way that will affect the right of all citizens to carry
Of possess their weapons. Liberal legislators — the people that Just
passed the largest tax increase in our country's history — are trying
to pass a law that will allow each cit, each county to make its own
gun laws.
Can you imagine what this will mean' No longer will Kentucky
residents be able to drive from one county to-another without first
:hecking the gun laws. In many areas, the law-abiding gun owner
will has e no choice hut to leave his defense weapon at home or be
:onsidered a criminal.
ancl--1-exingion legislasocs-wasit.a-lass prohibiting 411c
possession of any gun within 1000 feet of any school Can you
imagine a hunter passing too near a school and having an accident
with his gun still in his vehicle' Or the hunter returning from the
field and stopping to pick his child up from school' Such laws
make criminals of the law abiding and allow the real criminals to
go free.
I ask every citizen to contact his or her legislator and oppose
such changes in the Kentucky' gun laws The law is uniform The
citizen can safely tra).el from city. to city without checking the
laws. We do not need a change in gun laws. We need tougher
penalties for criminals and tougher judges for sentencing.
Russell A. Vassallo
Route 8, Box 253. Libeny 42539

On the occasion of the sixth
anniversary of my second marnage, I come across a photo of
myself taken 24 years ago by my
first husband. I am sitting crosslegged on our queen-sized bed.
drying my hair and correcung
spelling tests. The grade book is
open next to me so I can record
the scores efficiently and get on
to the stack of papers to my right.
Book reports, I think.
If nothing else. I am efficient
at 23. Believe that productivity is
the key to eserything — a good
marriage, a successful career, an
active SOCIal life. Organization
was a sign of maturity. I thought.
So I made lists and collected
recipes for one-pot suppers that
could be popped into a pre-heated
oven and retrieved an hour later,
hot brown and bubbly. Serve with
a crisp salad and lightly buttered
rolls. Parker House. Like something out of Woman's Day.
I am drying my hair under one
of those old portable dryers, the
kind with the funny bonnet that
encloses your head in a swollen
halo of plastic. The hood is deli-

-Constance Alexander
'edger eic fines colurriniv
Lately flowered, a failed attempt
to make the user pretty even in
the midst of transformation.
Underneath, my wet hair is
wound around rollers the size of
orange juice cans.
I've raised my right palm to
the camera as if to say', "Stop!
Why would you want a picture of
me drying my hair? I don't even
have eyeliner on."
The hand startles me. The skin
is young and smooth looking.
Plumpl) pink. Flesh covers bone
differently 24 years later.
Twenty-four years from now
I'll be the age my father was
when he died. His hands were
elegant, my mother alwys said.
Even at the end. Nails clipped.
Cuticles precisely trimmed. Like

the horizon in the west at
sundown.
Did I tell you that the bedspread and curtains match? A set.
Black and white. White and
black, really. White background
with black silhouettes of chubby
cherubs. Their little wings are
splayed for flight, though they
appear to be at rest for the
moment, perched on vines with
heart-shaped leaves, plucking
ebony buds from a midnight
garden.
So much about the picture
makes me sad. The angels, the
hours spent drying my, hair,
recipes that called for matiple
cans of Campbell's Cream of
Mushroom Soup, the nightly ritual of correcting papers and

recording them with painstaking
neatness in my book. Twentyfour years ago I thought those
things counted for something.
My young husband snapped
the picture as a joke. Or a way to
get my attention. He captured me
for an instant. Did I tell you how
startled I look? A deer frozen in
the glare of headlights.
On the occasion of the sixth
anniversary of my marriage to
my second husband, I have
thoughts of the first. I used to
think that being happily married
meant being organized; having
drawers full of linen placemats
with matching napkins; hosting
gourmet dinner parties; staying
with a practical job so you'd have
something to go back to once the
children were in school.
Twenty-four years later I find I
have changed. I am more relaxed,
more give-and-take, maybe even
wiser. Today I am married to a
man who tends roses and children
with the same loving touch. He
has no need to startle me just to
get my attention. I like the way
things are now a lot better.

'No real incentive to solve problems'
Dear Editor:
Small business operators in the L. nited States may soon learn the hard
way that health-care reformers do not take the same oath_as doctors and
other medical practitioners: "First, do no harm."
One of the biggest problems (wed by small business operators is
absenteeism, particularly that which arises from employee iniunes.
chronic illness and unhealthy lifestyle choices. The existing employerbased health care system provides business owners with a substantial
opportunity and financial incentive to put in place custom-tailored
wellness and preventive medicine programs. No such opportunity for
savings will be present in the Clinton health-care plan, which will force
employers to pay for coverage but give them no real say as to the health
plans available.
In fact, the Clinton health-care reform scheme would take the current
experts in health care (small employers and their health insurance
agents) out of the picture, substituting in their place "amateurs." The
White House clings to the dubious assumption that consumers won't
need any guidance in choosing between benefit plans and will suddenly
be able to master the mind-numbing intricacies of health care
Instead of getting ads ice from their local insurance agent who is
knowledgeable about the "real world" issues of health-care financing,
employees of small business will be forced to get "help" from nameless,
faceless bureaucrats who have no real incentive to solve problems
Dean A. Warren. President
Kentucky Association of Life Underwriters
1301 Clear Spnngs Trace. Louisville 40223

,s
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Girl Scouting making a difference
Dear Editor:
On March 12, 1994, Girl Scouting turned 82 years old. Since 1912,
millions of girls have had the opportunity to make new friends, gain
self-confidence, and experience new and exciting challenges through
Girl Scouting. Although Girl Scouting has been around for a long time,
it continues to stay relevant to today's girls...
You probably don't realiz.e it, but
As the world changes and becomes more complex, Girl Scouting
changes as well. While the organizauon continues to help girls and
most of us live in a place called "Out
young women develop a sense of values and make meaningful
There."
contributions to society, the all-girl experience of Girl Scouting presents
The land of Out There is huge. It
girls with a world where they can take the leadership position It
sprawls from the warm up of
provides an environment — maybe the only such environment a girl will
Florida to the frigid Canadian borencounter during her formative years — where the special needs and
der, and from New York to Los
interests of girls come first.
Angeles.
Through Girl Scouting, girls learn to overcome obstacles and are
In fact, it includes everything in
challenged to develop to their full potential. Girl Scouting offers girls in
this country except Washington.
Kenuickiana a chance to travel across the country and beyond through
D.C., and the surrounding suburbs
"Wider-Opportunities," and allows girls to study and discuss "Contemwhere the politicians, federal buporary Issues," such as preventing teen-age pregnancy and drug and
reaucrats and news people make
alcohol avoidance. This attenuon to these issues puts them a step ahead
their homes.
when making tough life decisions. Girl Scouting is a wonderful world,
This much tinier community of
filled with challenge and excitement. Girl Scouting LS making a
Washington
is known as "Here."
difference in the lives of our future leaders.
I've become aware of this geoThank you,Girl Scouts,for the way you make a difference in the lives
graphic distinction by watching the
of girls — during Girl Scout week, March 5-12 — and all year long!
, various Washington-based TV
Conn) Ottway
shows that feature big-time news
Route 5, Box 544. Murray
pundits who discuss the great issues
of the day.
On most of these shows, one of
the pundits will say: "Is this something that they care about out there
or is it something that only we care
about here?"
The idea is that if the people who
March 6. Salt Francisco Examiner on three strikes
live Out There don't care, then the
legislation:
issue might be less important than
Baseball metaphors make bad laws. Legislation giving criminals
those who live Here realize
"three strikes and you're out" is a grand illusion. It promises to make
the rest of us safe from violent crime. But it cannot.
An example is the Whitewater
It is sloganeenng at its worst — kneejerk. pandering, brain dead.
affair, which has just about everyLawmakers (passed and California Gov Pete Wilson signed into
body of importance in Washington
in a tizzy.
law) .. a piece of "three strikes" demagoguery disguised as crone
fighter
But when Whitcwater is discussed on TV. the question is still
Here's the muddle Because the bill makes no distinction between
violent offenses and other serious felonies such as burglary, a defenasked. Does anyone Out There
dant never convicted of a violent crime can be sentenced to prison for
really case)
life
As a lifelong resident of Out
The cost of "three strikes" is likewise hazy - $3 billion extra
There, I think I can answer that
question - Yes, no, maybe and who
each year in a ballpark figure for more pnsons, more guards and bigknows?
ger operations.
Uncertain conseqeences of ''three strikes" suggest strongly we
Most of us who live here, which
should take our time, think hard and consider options. Before we
means Out There, we not as obIIIsOw the high, hard one, we should know precisely what we're doing.
sessed by the Whitewater affair as

Whitewater almost too far Out There

GUEST EDITORIAL

those who live there, which means
Here.
For one thing, most.'of us Out
'There don't understand what it is all
about. We are waiting for those who
live Here to explain it to us.
But that's a problem because
those who live here, which means
there, don't seem to understand it
too well, either.
As far as I can tell, there is a
suspicion that hack in their Arkansas days, the CIintons did something
unethical and now they are trying to
cover it up.
But what they did isn't clear,
except that they invested in a bum
real estate deal in Arkansas with a
banker-friend who turned out to be
wild and crazy with other people's
money. He is no longer the Clin tons'
friend and has become kind of a
seedy local kook. That's life in the
fast lane.
There are also questions about
lawyer Hillary serving on boards of
big corporations that gave money to
her husband's political campaigns,
handling legal matters that put ha
on both sides of the fence and
maybe fudging on income tax.
So how do most of us Out Mae,
which means just about everywhere, feel about this?
Well, in Chicago, which is pen of
Out There, most peopk are less
concerned with this issue than they

are over the question of whether
Michael Jordan should keep trying
to hit a baseball, or come back and
rescue the Bulls from total collapse.
They arc also concerned about
their schools, children, cars, paychecks and mortgage payments;
cholesterol level,sodium intake and
pains in their joints, chest, and
sinuses; the arrogant bully who is
their boss and whether they should
splurge on a new set of heel-toe
weighted irons.
It's not that they arc indifferent to
the great issues of the day that send
the McGoofy Group into a tizzy.
But most people lead normal lives,
which means that they don't hang on
every word uttered at every
Washington
press conference.
While C-SPAN has a devoted following, it can't compete with Oprah
or even Geraldo.
Then there is the shock factor.
And so far Whitewater doesn't have
it
Most people Out There know that
Clinton is a lawyer and has spent
most of his adult life in politics
Hillary was a big-time corporate
lawyer and political wife in
Arkansas
Is anyone going to gasp and
Lollapse at the thought that a pair of
successful lawyer-politicians might
have engaged in practices that were
- eek -- unethical? Of course not. It

is assumed that politicians and lawyers are capable of being unethical, or why would they embarrass
themselves and their loved ones by
taking up these trades?
If anyone rar1 for office by saying,
"I have never done anything unethical, dishonest, or fibbed in my,
whole life, and I never will, honest
to goodness, cross my heart and
hope to die," he would immediately
be branded a shameless liar and a
fraud and would suffer a crushing
defeat.
No, most of us who live Out
There have become almost shockproof. A new serial killer has trouble crashing the front page, so who
gets bug-eyed about details of a
failed real estate development on an
Arkansas trout stream?
During his campaign. it came out
that Clinton had been a draft-dodger
and quite possibly was a chronic
bed-hopper. That was so shocking
that he was elected President of the
United States.
Since the election, his old Arkansas bodyguards have told lurid
stories of Clinton sneaking out of
the governor's mansion for latenight hanky-panky in, among other
places, school parking lots.
And that was met by a national
yawn.
So why should anyone expect the
great population Out There to be
excited over murky ethical, legal
and financial questions that most
lawyers and CPAs would have
trouble understanding?
I've said it before and I'll say it
again: What Washington needs is its
own baseball team. It would give
the McGoofy Group something to
think about
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JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
Special pageant here March 26
The third annual Liulc Mr. and Miss Fire-Rescue Pageant will be
Saturday, March 26, at Woodmen of World Building at South Third
and Maple Streets, Murray. This will be for boys and girls, ages 0 to
12, of Murray and Calloway County only. Registration will be at 10
a.m. and the pageant will be at 11 a.m. Persons may register the day
of the pageant. Dress will be Easter sportswear. For more information
call 753-0137 after 5 p.m.

Martha Andrus, left, spoke at February meeting of Home Department of
Murray Woman's Club while Gladys Jarrett, department chairman, sits
at right In top photo. In bottom photo are hostesses, Lillian Robertson,
right, and Willene Lackey.

Special class on Wednesday
"Positive Parenting" is the theme of the class, sponsored by Family
Resource Center of Calloway County, on Wednesday from 1 to 2 p.m.
at Glendale Road Church of Christ. The class focuses on ideas for
parents to encourage better behavior through positive words. Beth
Durbin, program specialist at the center, will be the discussion leader.
Child care will be provided. These classes are free. For more information call 753-3070.

Dorcas Class meeting Thursday
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will meet
Thursday, March 17, at 10 a.m. at Dumplin's, South 12th Street, Murray. Roberta Tarry and Opal Giltner are class teachers. Heloise
°bens, president, urges all members to attend.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, March 17, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
County Public Library. All members and interested persons arc urged
to attend this special service project.

Chorus rehearsal changed

Horn-0 Degarttnent heals

The Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
has changed its rehearsal from March 17, to Thursday, March 24, at 7
p.m. Margie Shown, director, urges all members to note the change in
date.

Andrus; potluck Thursday
Martha Andrus, general president of Murray Woman's Club,
spoke at the February meeting of
Home Department of the MWC.
She spoke about the Raise the
RooLfundraiser held Feb. 24 and
about the project of helping with
funds for Murray -Calloway
County Park. All departments are
supporting this immense project.
"Pennies for the Park" jugs are at
various places for funds to be
placed in them, and also sweatshirts are on sale for this project.
Gladys Jarrett, president, presided. Ginny Thompson was
appointed civic chairman for the
department and volunteered all
day at the "Recyling in the Park"
on March 5. Vanda Gibson gave
the devotion on "One Day at a

MMS election is scheduled
Murray Middle School Parent Site-based Decision Making Council
elections will be Thursday, March 24, at 7 p.m. at the school auditorium. Nominations may be submitted in writing to Principal Pat Seiber
through Wednesday, March 16. For information call 753-5125.

Young at Heart Group on Wednesday
The Young at Heart Group at St. Leo's Catholic Church will meet
Wednesday, March 16, at 12:30 p.m. following the noon mass. A St.
Patrick's potluck will be observed with corned beef on the menu. Participants are requested to bring other "St. Pat foods" and wear your
green and join the group.

Board meeting planned Thursday
The Western Kentucky Regional Mental Health-Mental Retardation
Board, Ind., board of directors will meet Thursday, March 17, at 7
p.m. at the agency's Regional Administrative office, 1530 Lone Oak
Rd., Paducah. The board, a private, non-profit agency, provides a variety of mental health, mental retardation and substance abuse services
to individuals in Calloway and other eight counties in the area. For
information call 1-800-592-3980 or 1-502-442-7121.

Time."
The department sent donations
to Project Graduation and Kentucky Educational Television.
Refreshments in the Valentine
theme were served by Lillian
Robertson and Willene Lackey,
hostesses.
Seventeen members were present at the general meeting on
March 10. Jackie Helm had the
decorated table for the home
department entry.
The club will have its spring
potluck on Thursday. March 17,
at noon at the club house. A musical program will be presented.
Hostesses will be Marjory Sanders, Vanda Gibson, Delyghte
Humphreys and Virginia
Thompson.

Tuesday, March 15
Wranglers Riding Club/7
p m /Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples Bank
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p m /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224, or Linda,
437-4414.
Bingo/7 p m /Knights of Columbus
building
TOPS $34/First Presbyterian Church/6
p m Info/759-9964
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p m./Hardin Library
Parents Anonymous/6 p.m
Info/753-0082
Murray Optimist Club/6.30
p.m./Homeplac,e Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p m /American Legion Hall.
South Sixth and Maple Streets
Breastfeeding Support Group/6.30-8
p m./Board Room of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Info/753-3381 or
762-1425
Quilt Lovers/6 p m /Calloway County
Public Library
Wednesday, March 16
Musical Program by fifth graders of
East, North and Southwest/8:30
a miSouthwest Elementary
Calloway County High School SiteBased Decision Making Council/4
p m /home economics room
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a m and Story Hour/10:30 a m
Oaks Country Club Ladies
Bridge/9 30 a m and luncheon/noon
Ladies Bridge at Murray Country
Club/9;30 a.m
Overeaters Anonymous/5.15
p m./Ellis Community Center
Alcoholic- Anonymous (AA)/open
discussion/11 a.m /American Legion
Building, South Sixth and Maple
Streets. Info/753-8136 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m -2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m -4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf Leaguet9 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Murray Post
Office/8 30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3

pm
First Christian Church events include
Evangelism Committee/noon, CFF
dinner/5:30 p.m.; Bible Study and Singles Support Group/6 p.m.; CFF
options/6:30 p.m.; Choir/7:30 p.m
Memorial Baptist Church events
include meal/6 p m . Prayer meeting
and Youth and Missions Groups/7
p m., Choir Rehearsal/8 p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Library Bible Study and Sewing Circle/9:30 a m.; Baptist Men, Baptist Young Women, Baptist Women,
Hattie Lee Galloway Group/7 p.m..
Choir Practice/8 p.m.

Wednesday, March 16
First Presbyterian Church events
include Spiritual Renewal/4 p m
ARK/5 p m . Session meeting/7 30
pm
Confirmation Class Retreat/9
pm
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
am , Children's Handbell Choir/3.15
p m , Adult Handbell Crioir/4 p m , Turner Covenant Prayer/6 p m Chancel
Choir/7:30 pm
First Baptist Church events include
Ladies' Bible Study/10 a m . Library
open/6 15 p m Children's Choirs,
Klaymata/6 30 p m
Business
meeting/6 45 p m.; Sanctuary
Choir/7 45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
Soul-Winning Class/6 15 p m , Kid's
Klubs, Bible Explosion. Youth Bible
Study, and Adult Bible Study/7 p m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ
events include Bible Classes/7 p.m
University Church of Christ events
include Ladies Bible Class/9 30 a.m ,
Bible Classes/7 pm
St. John's Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5. 15 p m
Immanuel Lutheran Church events
include soup supper,5.30 p m and
Lenten service/7 p.m
National Scouting Museum open 9
a.m.-4.30 p m Info/762-3383
Land Between the Lakes events
include 'The Seven Wonders of the
Solar System -it 1 a.m and 2
p m /Golden Pond Planetarium, Homeplace and Woodlands/open 9 a m.-5
p.m. Info/1502-924-5602.

Chemical group
plans meeting
Kentucky Lake Section of
American Chemical Society will
meet Thursday, March 17.
A tour of B.F. Goodrich Plant
at Calvert City will start at 5
p.m., followed by a dinner meeting at Ramada Inn Restaurant at
Gil bertsv ille.
Don D. Henneke, Specialty
Additives Plant Manager, will
conduct the tour of the Goodrich
Plant. A round table discussion
will follow the dinner.
Reservations should be made
by Wednesday, March 16, at
noon by calling Chemistry
Department Secretary at Murray
State University, 762-2587.
The KLS-ACS Executive Committee meeting will be at 9 p.m.
Thursday.

Oaks Club plans dance on Saturday
Oaks Country Club will have a St. Patrick's Dance on Saturday,
March 19, from 8 to 11 p.m. The band, Night Fish, will provide the
music. The cost will be $10 per person. Snacks and set-ups will be
provided. Reservations are not required, but are preferred for seating.
Persons may call Della Miller at 753-2721 or Laverne Claxton at
753-2021.

BPW meeting planned Thursday
Murray Business and Professional Women will meet Thursday,
March 17, at 6 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. "Women's Self
Defense and Awareness" will be the program by Kentucky State
Trooper Chuck Robertson. All members and interested persons are
urged to attend. For more information call Faye Rogers at 753-7743.

Items needed for Hazel Center
Hazel Woman's Club is asking for help from area residents. The
club has as one of its many projects the Hazel Community Center
which is used by senior citizens and other family and civic groups.
The center is in need of dishes such as mugs, plates, glasses, dessert
plates, etc., for use in the kitchen at the center. Persons having items
to donate may call Clarkie Butterworth at 753-0812 or Janice Wilkinson at 492-8683 and someone will pick up the itmes for the center.

Kids' Company plans registration
Kids' Company summer session open registration will be Tuesday,
March 15, from 4:30 to 6 p.m. at Robertson Elementary, Ill Broach
Ave., Murray. Registration will be on a first come, first served basis.

Ail11%.

BECKY HENDON PAGE, right, discussed her "Impressions of Russia" at
the February dinner-guest meeting of Theta Department of Murray
Woman's Club held at Seven Seas Restaurant. Mrs. Page, teacher at
Paris, Tenn., and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hendon of Murray,
spent sometime traveling and visiting schools in Russia last summer.
Pictured are Ann Page, left, and Maxine Scott looking at some of the
many Items Mrs. Page brought with her from Russia. Anna Mae Thurman, chairman, presided. Hostesses were Jo Burkeen and Sylvia Puckett. The department will meet Monday, March 21, at 7 p.m. at the club
house with Donna Herndon of Family Resource Center as speaker. Hostesses will be Eva Hale, Mary Ann Russell and Dorothy Byrn.

HOSPITAL REPORTS
Five newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Friday,
March 11, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Byars baby girl, mother, Shelley
Farris, 2482 University Station,
Murray:
Carr baby girl, parents, Rebecca
and Roger, 406 North Fifth St.,
Murray;
Hawkins baby boy, mother, Jodi
Mayfield, 65 Beechwood Ct., Cadiz,
Jones baby girl, parents, Lila and
Ethan, Rt. 2, Box 479, Big Sandy,
Tenn
Roach baby boy, parents, Maria and
James. 504 College Cts., Murray
Dismissals
Mrs Jackie L Alexander and baby
girl, P.O. Box 52, Dexter; Mrs. Sarah
E. Marshall and baby boy, 231 Pugh
School Rd., Benton,
Mrs Darlene Arnett, 1125 Depot
St. May6irld, Robert L. Bazzell, 605
South Ninth St. Murray; Mrs. Debris
J Birdsong. 2307 Woodgate Dr .
Murray.
Mr. Betty Lou Davis, Rt 3, Box
202, Murray, Miss Catherine J. Frederick, Rt. I. Box 258-01, Farmington.
Mrs Louie* Geurin, Rt. 8. Box 330,
Murray,
lAles Tamara D Gisebrecht, Rt. 7,
Box 464, Murray, Ed Hamm, Rt 5, Box

,

588. Murray; Harry F Haneline, Rt 1,
Box 282, Farmington;
Terry B. Henderson, RI 1, Box 73E,
Benton, Stanley H. Henry, 522 Broad
St., Murray; Mrs. Fredonia Marine, 201
North 17th St. Murray;
Mrs. Melinda C. Mathis, P.O. Box
1212, Paris, Tenn.; Amos McCarty Jr.
804 Minerva, Murray; Mrs Jennie Perch, Rt 4, Box 311, Murray;
Ms Jeanette Stamper and baby girl,
527 Hickory St. Apt. 3, Calvert City;
Mrs Louanna Trimble, Rt. 3, Box
330E, Murray,
Darius M Tharpe, 608 Powell, Paris, Tenn James E Underwood, Rt. 1,
Box 36, Hazel; Douglas H White, Rt.
8. Box 815, Murray
•

•

•

•

Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Saturday,
March 12, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hobbs baby boy, parents, Melanie
and Chris, 801 Meadow LIM Murray,
Collins baby boy, parents. Carolyn
and Chad, 1597 Union Ridge Rd,
Benton,
Cunningham baby girl, mother, Val.
aria, Rtr 3, Box 430 M, Murray,
Shelton baby boy. mother, Teresa
1306 North 16iti Si Murray

Alpha Mu #4760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority members
and husbands assisted In a fund raiser for St. Jude Children's
Research Hospital, Memphis, Tenn., on Feb. 21, sponsored by Radio
Station WKYO at a Paducah Mall. Thomas L. Desmond Jr., regional representative of St. Jude's, was in charge. Present from Alpha Mu were
Kentucky State Council President Kathie Fleming and husband, Don,
Helen Campbell, Lillian and Ken Cook, Helen and Warren Boughton,
and Marjorie Hall, as pictured. They answered phones for pledges,
stuffed and stamped envelopes, and helped in any way. Present also
was Faye Jones of Paducah whose daughter, Laura Lee Jones Roberts,
a 1987 graduate of Murray State University, is currently being treated
for thyroid cancer at St. Jude. Her father Is Bill Jones.

CARPET/AREA RUGS

Dismissals
Miss Deborah Lynn Clark. Rt 2 Box
135, Paris, Tenn.; Miss Samantha C.
Anderson, 1632 Walnut, Benton, Mrs.
Esther W. Giesbrecht, Rt 1, RR 1,
Ste Anne, MB,
Mrs Teresa Ervin and baby girl, At.
1, Box 459-1, Mayfield, Mrs. Maria
Roach and baby boy, 504 College
Cts., Murray,
Avous E Lake, Rt. 3, Box 359,
Calvert City, Mrs Sadie Gattis, 1914
Bryant Rd., Benton,
Mrs. Anna M Boehmer and baby
girl, At 3, Box 1029, Murray; Rogers
D Davis, 4188 Brewers Hwy., Benton;
Mrs. Lila S Jones and baby girl, Rt.
2. Box 479, Big Sandy. Tenn , Miss
Jodi K Mayfield and baby boy, 65
Beechwood Ct . Cadiz,
Dwight B. Patton, At 7, Box 71 A,
Murray; Mrs Rebecca L. Carr and
baby girl. 406 North Fifth St. Murray:
Houston AA Perry, 1609 Olive St.,
Murray. Mrs Cavane RA Callaway, C/o,
Kathy Upton. Columbia, S.0 , Mrs.
Alta Bea Tidwell. Rt. 1, Box 104,
Sedalia,
Mrs Maude E Johannsen, 151 East
Unity Church Rd. Hardin, Bernard J.
Sayer Rt 5, Box 931, Murray, Mrs.
011ie C Closon, West View Nursing
Homo, Murray

SUBSCRIBE
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super sale prices
tEnds March 19, 1994
C•

Green Outdoor Grass
w/Marine Back

1/2 Price on Residential &
Commercial Short Rolls
$ 1 99
From
I
Sq Yd.

$249 PSY
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise
759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m
at

Plush Carpet 9 & 10 Ft Wide
Take Roll

36 oz
Commercial Carpet

$299 PSY

Heavy for

Cut $399 PSY.
Sculptured Carpet
$ 99
From
%.)
PSY.

Berber
Starts Al
$C99
vii#PSY.

$188
%„P
Sq Yd

24 or 6 ft Wide

Auto Boat Carpet
$ 1 99
Sq. Yd.

BIGGEST SELECTION IN STOCK!
127 Terminal Rd ba.ts rid
Wendy s across from
Governor s Mall

(615) 552-8787

A
AICC7 Rugs/

Area Rugs'

1-8W-264-4941

.
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Tigers face Graves for Sweet 16 berth
Floyd leads
Eagles past
Lone Oak

Murray. downs Hickman in semis
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer
One game. Four quarters.
Thirty-two minutes. The Graves
County Eagles.
Those are the only things that
stand between Murray and a trip
to the Sweet 16 boys state basketball tournament in Louisville.
The Tigers, 15-10, moved into
tonight's First Region championship game with a 77-71 win over
Hickman County Monday, and
will take on Graves County
tonight at 7 at Racer Arena with a
trip to Freedom Hall on the line.
The Eagles, 26-5, earned their
way to the finals with a hardfought 42-37 struogle7over Lone
Oak.
"Now it's down to one game,"
said Murray coach Cary Miller.
"Who would have thought a
month ago that we would have
been here? But these kids have
worked really hard and they need
to continue it now. This is what
you work all year for and all kids
dream about it."
Murray's win over Hickman
County was their fourth straight
in posiseason play, but the Fal-

Staff Report
Murray Ledger a Times

-

Graves County senior Racine
FloyA scdred all but one of his
tcarri's 13 points in the fourth
quarter to lead the Eagles to a
42-37 semifinal win over Lone
Oak in the Boys' First Region
Tournament.
Graves (27-51 will defend
List year's First Region championship tonight against Murray
High i15-10).
Lone Oak (28-4) entered the
game as the only First Region
team to beat Graves, and was
on the verge several times Monday night in a sold out Racer
Arena.
With less than a minute to
.play, Floyd tied the game and
then connected_ on...the gamewinner on consecutive trips
down the floor after Lone Oak
took 3 37-35 lead with 1:50 to
play.
Leading 41-37. Floyd then hit
two free throws to lock up the
win with :06 left.
Floyd, a senior receiver who
will attend Memphis State in
the fall, finished with a gamehigh 18 points.
Chris Golightly led Lone Oak
- with 11 points.
Lone Oak led 7-6 after one
quarter in the low-sconng affair
hut the two teams were tied at
F' at halftime. Graves Counts.
hroke loose in the third to take
a 29-26 lead into the fourth
quarter.
• Graves defeated Murray
High 78-50 on Feb. 15 at Murray. All five Eagle starters
scored in double figures, led by
ler:my Mayes' 20. Graves hit
10 of 18 three-pointers.
Murray, led by James Foster's 22 and Chris Allen's 16,
trailed by six at halftime, but
shot 1 for 13 in the third quarter
to watch Gases pull ay.:ay.

-
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man a win, but it did bring the
final score to six points.
"Usually in the third we don't
score much, and they killed us in
the third quarter the last time we
played them," Foster said. "But
everybody was ready to play
tonight, and we've never made it
to state, so we turned it up a
notch and we played hard."
"We were all tired in the fourth
and we're used to James (Foster)
rebounding, so we backed off on
defense and I guess we thought
we had a good enough lead,"
senior Chris Allen said.
The teams were feeling each
other out in the first period, with
neither gaining a definite advantage. Hickman led 17-15 at the
end of the quarter.
Hickman County led 23-20
with 5:20 to go in the first half
when Murray made a run that put
them ahead to stay. The Tigers
outscored their opponents 13-2
the rest of the half to take a
33-25 halftime advantage that
they never lost. Foster had two
buckets in the late surge, including a slam dunk off a steal by

cons didn't make it easy in the
fourth quarter.
The Tigers, playing without
starting guard Ethan Crum, who
suffered a broken wrist in practice, had built a 20-point lead in
the third quarter, but Hickman
wasn't ready to just give up.
With Murray's James Foster on
the bench with four fouls, the
Falcons opened the fourth period
with a 9-1 run that brought them
to within eight, 60-52, as Jason
Vaughn scored seven in the run.
Foster returned to the floor and
stored six more points as Murray
pushed the lead back to 14,
69-55, but then it was Brad
Latham's turn to catch fire for
Hickman as he scored the Falcons' final 10 points of the game.
It wasn't enough to bring Hick- • See Page 7

Kentucky signs 6-9 guard
Wildcats get big
scoring threat
from Chicago

STEVE PARKE FVLeOwn

T Imes photo

Murray senior Damon Cohoon puts up a shot against Hickman County's
Brad Latham in Monday nights regional semifinal game, a 77-71 Murray
win. Cohoon scored 11 points as the Tigers are now one step away
from the Sweet 16. They hict Graves County tonight at 7 for the First
Region championship.

LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Antoine Walker, a heralded high
school basketball prospect from
Illinois, said he plans to sign next
month with the University of
Kentucky.
Walker, ranked as one of the
top prep players in the country,
averaged 29.5 points and 11
rebounds for Mount Carmel in
the Chicago area this season. He
is a 6-foot-9 point guard.
"He handled the ball against

some of the best 6-2, 6-3 guards
in the city," said Mount Carmel
coach Mike Curta. "He also can
go down and post up. He can
shoot the 3 (32 percent). He's
Just a basketball player. He won't
blow anybody's mind with leaping ability. He's no Sky
Walker."
But Walker also has a reputation for selfish play.
Recruiting analyst Bob Gibbons used such terms as "hotdogging," "self-serving," and
"carelessness" to describe Walker's game in his latest report.
But Curia said the assessment
is unfair.
"Anything you hear is totally

Arkansas sheds No. 1 NCAA curse
By HARRY KING
AP Sports Writer
LITTLE ROCK (AP) — Arkansas fans fretting because their
Razorbacks are no longer No. 1
should dry their tears.
Duke, in 1992. is the only team
in the past 10 years that has
ended the regular season No. 1 in
the poll and gone on to win the
NC A A tournament.
In fact, you can't find two of
the last 10 champions in-the final
poll. Villanova lost•10 games in
its 1985 championship year. Kansas dropped 11 in 1988 and won
the title.
The Razorbacks were No. 1 for

use weeks in December ant
January and No. 1 for four more
weeks before losing in the semifinals of the Southeastern Conference'tournament. Still, Arkansas
25-a) is the No. 1 seed in the
Midwest Regional and open's
NCAA tournament play Friday
against North Carolina A&T.
North Carolina, No. 1 seed in
the East. replaced Arkansas at the
top of the final poll.
Here's a look at the last 10
),earN 1992-93: Last year, Indiana
entered the tournament with the
No. 1 mantle. The Hoosiers lost
to Kansas in the regional finals.

Second-ranked Kentucky lost to
Michigan in the tournament semifinals. Fourth-ranked North Carolina beat third-ranked Michigan
in the championship game.
1991-92: Duke beat 15thranked Michigan in the championship galtie. Second-ranked
Kansas, lost to Texas-El Paso in
the second round.
1990-91: Unbeaten UNLV was
No. 1, but lost to sixth-ranked
Duke in the semifinals. Secondranked Arkansas lost to 12thranked Kansas in the regional
finals. Duke beat Kansas in the
championship game.
1989-90: Oklahoma was No. 1

in the final poll, but couldn't
handle unranked North Carolina
in the second round. Secondranked UNLV beat 15th-ranked
Duke for the championship.
1988-89: Michigan, No. 10 in
the final poll, beat 11th-ranked
Seton Hall in the championship
game. Top-ranked Arizona lost in
the third round to UNLV.
Second-ranked Georgetown won
three games.
1987-88: Temple, No. 1 in the
poll, lost to Duke in the regional
finals. Kansas beat Duke in the
semifinals and Oklahoma in the
• See Page 7

Jordan gets first base hit with White Sox
SARASOTA, Fla. (AP) —
Michael Jordan, the most scrutinized rookie .this spring, had taken
advantage of some time off
before a game to play a round of
golf rather than hit in the batting
cages for the millionth time.
Sitting in front of his locker
chive hours before the first pitch,
he was smoking a cigar, a gift
box next to his chair.
Maybe he knew.
Jordan got his first hit Monday
night. an infield single, to end an
0-for-14 skid, and stole his first
base with a head-first slide in the
,Chicago White Sox's 9-5 win

over the Minnesota Twins.
"I'm glad sit's over and done
with," Jordan said after receiving
a beer shower from his White
Sox teammates. "Maybe you
guys (media) will go home
now."
Jordan did not start the game,
but was a defensive replacement
for the White Sox in right field in
the sixth inning.
In his first at-bat with two out
in the sixth inning against Minnesota's Shawn Bryant, Jordan
drew a walk on a 3-1 pitch. Jordan, who didn't swing during the
entire at-bat, then stole second,

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
- YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!
Cooper

WAREHOUSE TIRE

TIRIS

400 Industrial Rd • Murray • 753-1111

91

* * * * *

* * * * * * * *

his first theft this spring.
He slid with his arms outstretched in front of him, not the
preferred feet-first style, and was
safe as the throw from catcher
Matt Walbcck was high and
wide.
"I told him he could steal,"
White Sox manager Gene Lamont
said..
"It surprised everybody, didn't
it?" Jordan said of the theft. "I
can't slide any other way (than
head first). I'm working on the
other way.
"I was looking for a sign and
then, finally, Gene said, 'Whiney-

er, whatever,' so I just took it on
my own to go," he said. "Once I
saw his (Stevens) move, I had a
pretty good jump on it. I don't
know if I would've been safe if
the throw had been there."
Jordan's climactic at-bat came
in the eighth against right-hander
Jeff Innis. He swung and missed
the first pitch from the sidearm
pitcher, took a ball, then bounced
one toward third baseman Jeff
Carter, who knocked it down, but
couldn't throw Jordan out at first.
The crowd of 6,410 at Ed
▪ See Page 7

D & W Auto Glass Sho
'Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive pricy"

Call 7534563
I or lo%tallalion and !..cr vice
r)1 '>r), ith I 2111 St . r.Iltirray

false," he said. "He's never been
a bad kid, a troubled kid. He's
never been involved with gangs,
drugs or alcohol. He's one of the
most honest, straightforward kids
you'll find."
Walker has met the core curriculum requirement for freshman
eligibility but has not yet the
college -entrance exam
requirement.
Walker plans to visit Kentucky
in mid-April. The month-long
signing period begins April 13.
Kentucky already has signed
point guard Allen Edwards of
Miami Senior high and forward
Scott Padgett of St. Xavier in
Louisville.

Utah's hot
streak spreads
in organization
By FRANK ELTMAN
Associated Press Writer
The Utah Jazz hot streak is
starting to spread into the
stands.
Owner Larry Miller jumped
out of his courtside seat and
had to be restrained from yelling at the Lakers' Eldon
Campbell during the third
quarter of Monday night's
102-101 victory over Los
Angeles.
Campbell was charged with
a technical foul for throwing
an elbow at John Stockton's
head with 6:26 left in the third
quarter, and, the incident
seemed to sparic the Jazz, who
have won 10 of 11.
"I've never seen him do
that. It brought us to life a
little. Larry looked like he was
ready to fight." said Utah's
Karl Malone, who scored 19
points.
Campbell said. He said
something. It was small. It was
nothing serious. I guess he got
all excited. It was surprising.
It WU like he was about to
come on out theft and get
some.—
Stockton added 6 points,
including the win as free
throws in the final Minute-
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Knicks' Starks out after knee surgery
NEW YORK (AP)- All-Star guard John Starts of the New
York Knicks will probably miss the rest of the regular season after
undergoing knee surgery.
Starks. who tore cartilage in his left knee Wednesday against
Atlanta, will be on crutches 3-4 weeks and can begin running in six
weeks.
Starks is the Knicks second-leading scorer, averaging 19 points
per game. New York leads the Atlantic Division by five games at
42-19.

Ward wins top amateur athlete award
INDIANAPOLIS (AP)- Charlie Ward, the Heisman Trophy
winner from Florida State, won the Sullivan Award as the nation's
outstanding amateur athlete.
The quarterback is the first football player to win since Army
teammates Doc Blanchard in 1945 and Arnold Tucker in 1946.
Ward and Blanchard are the only ones to win both the Heisman and
the Sullivan.
Ward led Florida State to its first national championship last fall
and was MVP in the 18-16 Orange Bowl victory over Nebraska.
He passed for 3,032 yards and 27 touchdowns with only four
interceptions last season and is now a point guard for Florida
State's basketball team.

Vikings cut quarterback McMahon
EDEN PRAIRIE, Minn.(AP)- Jim McMahon was deemed too
expensive by the Minnesota Vikings, who cut the quarterback they
hoped would put them in the Super Bowl.
McMahon, 35 before next season, could return on the Vikings'
terms. Now an unrestricted free agent, McMahon could join his
fourth team since the Bears traded him in 1989. He guided Chicago
to its only Super Bowl in 1986. .
McMahon missed four starts and parts of several games with
injuries in 1993, finishing 200-for-331 for 1,967 yards with nine
TDs and eight interceptions. For his career, he is 1,465-for-2,525
for 17,892 yards, with 99 TDs and 87 interceptions.
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FROM PAGE 6
Smith Stadium gave Jordan a
standing ovation, and were, on
their feet again as Jordan scored
on Dann Howitt's home run,
which gave the White Sox a 9-5
lead.
"1 promised myself 1 was
going to step toward the pitcher," Jordan said of his key at-bat.
"I wasn't going to step toward
third base. The natural tendency
to see the ball coming from the
side is to run away from it. I said,
'I'm going to get a hit. I'm not
going to run away from it.'
"I thought I took a good cut
the first time, and I saw his
curveball, which was high, and
then I just stayed in there for the
third pitch."
White Sox first baseman Frank

Thomas was among the players
who doused Jordan with celebratory beer.
"Set, it's not that hard," Thomas jokingly said to Jordan.
For the record, Jordan used his
own bats. He had been experimenting with some of the other
players' bats.
"I was determined to make
some good swings," he said. "I
knew it was eventually going to
come.- It wasn't a lolly-gag hit. I
put good wood on it. 1 can build
on this."
Jordan also made a reaching
catch on the run of Pat Meares'
fly ball near the right field foul
line to end the sixth.
Jordan now is 1-for-15 this
spring with three walks and a
sacrifice fly in nine games.

•Arkansas...
FROM PAGE 6
finals. Arizona, No. 2 in the poll,
lost to Oklahoma in the other
semifinal.
1986-87: Nevada-Las Vegas
was No. 1 in the final poll, but
lost to Indiana in the semifinals.
Indiana, No. 3 in the final poll,
defeated .10th-ranked Syracuse
74-73 in the tournament final.
Second-ranked North Carolina
won three games in the
tournament.
1985-86: Duke was No. 1
when the tournament began. The
Blue Devils lost to Louisville in

the championship game. Louisville was no. 7 in the final poll.
Kansas, No. 2 that year, lost to
Duke in the semifinals.
1984-85: Georgetown, No. 1 in
the final poll, lost to Villanova
66-64 in the tournament finals.
Michigan, No. 2 that year, lost to
Villanova in the second round.
1983-84: North Carolina was
No. 1 in the final poll. The Tar
Heels lost their second tournament game to Indiana. Georgetown, No. 2 in the final poll, beat
fifth-ranked Houston 84-75 in the
championship game.
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II Murray...
FROM PAGE 6
Allen, and Damon Cohoon converted a layup off a steal in the
last seconds for the eight-point
halftime edge.
With the score 39-32, Murray
went wild again, putting together
a 16-3 burst that gave them a
20-point spread. The Tigers were
dominant in the run as Foster had
two more dunks off steals, Allen
and James Curtis had layups off
runouts, Cohoon had a threepoint play off an Allen steal*Sn'a
Robert Weatherly canned a threepointer, and Murray looked
primed for a blowout.
But Murray's lead wasn't as
secure as the players may hav
thought at that point as Hickman
County outscored them 8-2 the
rest of the third, setting up the
big fourth quarter run.
"We got our break going in the
third quarter and it was kind of a
gamble because it all relies on
(Foster) getting the rebounds and
he did," said Tiger Jason West.
"But then we got too relaxed and
we all looked at each other and
we started coming together at the
right time."
Foster led all scorers with 32
points, but the rest of the points
were spread out fairly evenly as
Allen tossed in 12, Cohoon had
11, West scored nine, Curtis contributed seven and Weatherly
scored six. The Tigers were
smoking from the outside, shooting 60 percent (28 of47), three
of 12 from three-point range and
18 of 25 at the free throw line.
Hickman County won the battle
on the boards 29-17 with Foster
grabbing nine for Murray.

Daily Monday-Friday
Hickman, which finished the
year at 17-12, was led by Latham
and Vaughn with 22 each while
Darrin McClure contributed 11
and Josh Samples and Daniel
Watson had seven apiece. The
Falcons were also pretty warm
from the outside, hitting 24 of 45
(53 percent), two of three from
three-point range and 21 of 31 at
the free throw stripe.
"We played tentatively when
James got his fourth foul and the
defensive intensity wasn't there
at that point," Miller said. "Hickman County was coming down
then and scoring every time then
they were fouling us. And there
late in the game we got fatigued.
"We miss Ethan Crum because
he plays such good defense, but
now the others have to step it
up,' Miller said. "These kids
have played so hard and so well
together and they've had fun
playing in the tournament games.
They're a close-knit group."
Murray and Graves met Feb.
15 at Murray with the Eagles
claiming a 78-50 win, pulling
away from a close first half.
"They had a strong third quarter
the first time we played them and
we had trouble scoring," Miller
said. "They're a group of seniors,
they're well-coached and they
play hard. We just took some bad
shots in that first game and they
pulled away."
"We've got to play better than
we did in this game if we hope to
beat Graves," West said. "We
need to play good team ball and
good defense, and we've got to
play our game. If we do, we've
got a chance to win."

Ship Weekly & Save Money

UPS

%1-1- 9 a.m.-8 pm. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-6 p m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza

7671-2380

Auto Insurance...
Compare Our Price & Coverage

ROSS
INSURANCE
Ross &
RonnieAGENCY

Danny Ross
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GRILL
Gives Murray A
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STEVE PARKER/L6Clgef a Times photo

Murray senior Chris Allen is defended by Hickman County's Jason
Vaughn in Monday's regional semifinal game.
-.7

ANYTHING
LESS JUST
WON'T CUTIT!

SNAPPER
Quick response
steering system

Easy starting engines range in
horsepower from 8hp to16hp
Five speed friction
power transfer

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing job
Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping

,
Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

From 25"to 42 -Choose from our
superior bagging Hi-Vacs or
smooth cutting standard models

with

PRIME RIB WEEK
Fresh Cut Prime Rib
• Available Every Night •
MARCH 11 - MARCH 19
Prime Rib cooked fresh daily
and cut from the loin and
smothered in au jus
Ladies Cut
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DON'T PAY 'TIL
OCTOBER 1994
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INSTANT CREDIT
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w a SO

1.410,416.111

MULCHING

CONVERSION KITS AVAILABLE

HOURS

Murray •llama /3 Auto
Chestnut St.

753-2571

Sun

Fr;

Thurs

- SLA1

8 a m

8 a

m
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: ••

Corner of 1:qh St & C; ,t, 84d
Murray, Kenfuck y 7'3 1116

MURRAY LEDGER

TUESDAY. MARCH 15, 1994

TIMES

Ow,

National Invitation Tournament
RACERS at Bradley
Wednesday, 7 p.m., March 16, 1994
Peoria, Ill.
"
IS

fil4iii.1 ( 014111C

t

Thornton
Tile and
Marble
Visit Our Showroom
Mon.-Fri. 8-4:30

753-5719
612 South 9th Street

MURRAY STATE

NIT

;
i
V V Ole;if
Service
24 Hour

1994

CAR
WON'T RUN?

MSU 2-2-2-2

1994 Murray State NIT Roster
No.
3
4
5
10
14
20
22
23
25
11
14
35
4I
42
44

Name
Antoine Teague
Cedric Gum m•
Marcus Brown•
Kenneth`Tay lor
Jerry Wilson'
A nrwan Hoard
Vincent Rainey
Anthnus Carter
Lawren‘e Russell'
Marcus Jones
.William 1‘10.(re
Nathan Toward
Renanio
Inc
Jarrod Maxim
Michael -James'

Pos
•
ci
F-C

GT
0-12
.

•
•

Ht
6-10
6-0
6-3
5-10
6-7
6-6
6-4
6-6
6-4
6-4

WI
215
165
180
170
220
205
195
180
190
190

6-0.

1t0

5-11
6-0
5-11
6-8

170
180
170.
220

CI-Exp
Sr-IL
Sr-3L
SO-IL
So-IL
Sr-3L.
Sr-IL
Fr-US
Jr-JC
Sr-IL
Sr-JC
Jr•JC
Fr-US
1. r-11S
Fr4IS
Sr-IL

Home (High School/Junior College)
Chicago, 111. (Lane Tech/Rend Lake)
Bowling Green, Ky. (Warren Central)
West Memphis, Ark. (West Memphis)
Link Rock, Ark. (Parlcview)
Spartanburg, S.0 (Spartanburg)
Chicago, III (Washington'South Suburban)
Memphis, Tenn. (Fair14)-;
Denver, Colo. (Overland;Daytona Beach)
Ilopkinsv ilk, Ky. (Chnstian County/S.E.Illinois)
Memphis, Tenn. (Westwood/Faulkner State)
Indianapolis, md. (Sout)iportDaytona Beach)
Louis-vale, Ky. (Ballard)
Anchorage, Alaska .(liartlett)
Kirbyton, Ky. (Carlisle County)
Gary, Ind. (Lew Wallace/Fast ('entral)

Murray State's NIT Notes

SOecializing in 4u1omotive computer repairs eleCtronic fuel
,ntectIon and automotive heat
and air conditioning systems

4•\

AA

Cunningham
aikft Auto
Re air

doo

619 S 4th St. , Murray
753-6831 • 753-3571

TJ's Friday &
Saturday Night Buffet
One Price
Includes N AM!

Bar-B-0 Rix
Pond Raised
Catfish Filets
Fned Chicken
Food Bar
Salad Bar \
Dessert Bat
Includes Dnilk

-

Race Ain't Fancy...
But SW Is Good Food.
Chestnut St. • Murray • 753-0045

Good Luck
Racers!
from

urra
L UMBER

COMPANY

104 Maple St. • 7511-3M1

Where every foot
is a square deal.

7izakita.
Power Tools

MC
sti
gra

Pal

• Ilenotes Probable Starters

The Oldest Independent
Repair Shop In Murray

[
Ili

MSU 3-3-3-3

TIPPING I.T OFF — Murray State enters the 1994 NIT with a record of 23-5, the highest win total
in the tournament field, after finishing 15-1 in the Ohio Valley Conference - in the process setting a conference record for victories while winning 20 of their final 22 games in the season.
Murray State's most recent action was on March 4 and 5 at the OVC Tournament at Nashville's
Municipal Auditorium. The Racers scored a 104-86 win over Morehead State in the semifinals, before losing
a 73-72 contest to Tennessee State in the championship game. It was Murray State's fifth straight appearance
in the OVC Tournament title game, and their second straight loss in the championship game to Tennessee
State.
Bradley, a member of the Missouri Valley Conference, finished 21-7 overall and 14-4 in the MVC, In
the NiVC Tournament, Bradley defeated Wichita State 52-44, before falling to Southern Illinois 72-59 in the
semifinals on March 6.
The Braes are coached by Jim Molinari. Deon Jackson leads Bradley in scoring at 13.7 points per
game, while Anthony Parker averages 11.1 points per game.
ON THE AIR — All Murray State basketball games are broadcast on the Racer Sports Network,
'flagship station WBLN-FM (103.7) in Murray. Neal Bradley (play-by-play) and Sam Rickman (color) are the
broadcast team. Other stations on the network include WCBL-FM (102.3) in Benton, WDXR-AM (1450) in
Paducah and WYN1C-AM (1430) in Mayfield. Racer Network games can also be heard on TEAMLINE by
calling 1-800-846-4-00. The MSU access code is 2610. A full game costs about S30.
"The Scott Edgar Show" airs on Thursdays at 6:30 p.m. on WBLN. Bradley serves as host of the 30minute show, he from Pagliai's restaurant in Murray.
"Racer Basketball with Scott Edgar" can been seen Sunday at 10:30 p.m. on WPSD-TV Channel 6 in
Paducah. Da‘e Winder hosts the show.
THE COACH — Scott Edgar is 58-30 (.659) overall in his third season as head coach of the Murray
State Racers, including a 36-9(.804) record in OVC play. The 1994 and 1992 OVC Coach of the Year, Edgar
spent 11 seasons under Nolan Richardson at Arkansas and at Tulsa_ He is a 1978 graduate of PittsburghJohnstown.
This is the first NIT trip as a head coach for Edgar, but as an assistant at Tulsa in 1981, Edgar helped
the Golden Hurricanes win the NIT Championship.
THE HISTORY — The Racers have met Bradley 13 times through the years -- the last time during
the 1982-83 season. Bradley won the first six meetings, but the Racers have won the last seven meetings in
the series., including the last one, a 90-67 Murray State win on Nov. 29, 1982 in Racer Arena.
Scott Edgar has never met Bradley as a head coach.
THE RECORD — The Racers are 23-4 overall, 15-1 in the OVC, 14-1 at home, 7-3 on the road, 2-1
on a neutral floor, 17-0 .shile leading at halftime, 4.-5. when trailing at the half, and 270 tied at the half.
They've won eight irra row, and finished with 12 in a row at Cutchin Fieldhouse.
MARCH MADNESS — The Racers usually stay busy during the month of March.
This year's NIT appearance marks the fourth visit to the NIT's post-season bash. The Racers have
also made six visits to the NCAA (including four in five years from 1988 to 1992)and, during the school's
heyday as a small school power in the 1940s and 1950s, made six visits to the NAIB Tournament.
BEST OF THE FIELD — Murray State's win total of 23 is tops in the NIT field. There are nine 20
game winners in the NIT field. Behind Murray State is Canisius and Davidson with 22 each; BYU, Bradley,
Evansville, Gonzaga and Siena with 21 each; and Old Dominion and Xavier with 20 wins.
Only 24 of the 64 teams in the NCAA Tournament had 23 or more wins on the season.

I CALL #1

• $94

ga
IA1

Ps,

1:4! McClard's

55
api

753-9132
BEFORE THE GAME
-Daily Specials
-60 Item Food & Sundae Bar
-U S D A. Choice Steaks
Cut Fresh Daily

SIRLOIN
STOCICADEe
FAMILY STEAK HOUSE
Bel-Air Center, Murray
753-0440

Trans-Thee Special
•FREE Road Test
•Band adjustment
if applicable')
•Linkage Adjusted
•Throttle Pressure
Checked
•Fluid
•New Pan Gasket
•Clean Filter
if applicable)
•Faer Extra

753-6577

TRANSMISSION
Goad as boOt Laurier • Mimi
-S
Nos:Frt. I L.
III

N. 4111 • Murray

OPEN 24 HOURS
Gas - Oil - Cigarettes
Snacks - Sodas
Ky. Lottery

Racer's
44" Coastal Mar •

Ii
A

753-0858
1000 Chestnut St. • Murray
All M.ijor Credit Cards

Inc
Inc
%/Is
•••

Best of Luck
Go
Racers
"Over 45

Years Service"

Fitts Block &
Ready Mix
East Main 753-3540

UNDERHILL
MOTOR SALES
Hwy. 121 Sault •

orstvorthy Buildin
Supply & Cabinetry
• ecialize In Kitchen &
Bath Designs & Installation
'Formica & Conan Tops
'Interior Doors
'Exterior Doors
'Moldings
•Stair Parts

611 SUPER SHELL

753-3669
& Jesse Ustilertaill

759-1007
1•111 Coldwater Road
Illawray

We'd like to have
the opportunity to
show you what we
mean with quality
protection and service Call us today
WNW, AM

Murray

753-9131
Hwy. 641 S. 516 S. 12th

ME

0
,40
1111

1.

"Service is Our business"

Shell

Cc
at

YOUR BEST
INSURANCE POLICY
IS A GOOD AGENT

Pardon, Thurman
McNutt
Squint** Court Square
7534451

TACO BELL.

2.

1=1.111w-

Purchass

3

6 Pack Of Tacos
A
Receive A

FREE

20 oz. Soft Dtkik
erase masa amok ow egos*

ass

mow par mow pat NO Num poiela wit cho
sle. Ord goyim pankorOmp TACO SAW mum
MO

TO MI 111.111.110.

tivry. 641 (12th

111.) Murray
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CLASSIFIED
0 U

021

320

Wit
Nalke

Nodes

JUMP start your crop with
AMPLIFIED D from Conklin
LEARN TO DRIVE Products. made by univerTRACTOR- TRALERS sity of AnZOna A seed gerNO
xPERIENCE
minabon aid helps seed
MEE DIE 0
over come stress, Better
root & stem formation, proI., I car MAUR TNQcMft
vides added energy to
Lamsiasoak T N
said, helps increase stand
& yield Coat about 52/aaii
753-0833

TO P1ACt AN AD cALL

•

MONEY SOURCES For
start up businesses
growth development ex
pension inventory lever
age buyout etc We also
pay caSh for your mortgage (502) 492-8542
MRS. THERESA, Reader
& Advisor. A true born
Psychic gifted from God
554 7904 call for
appointment

ALLIANCE

uSE WEX (from Conklin
Products) for effective
spraying Makes water wetter promotes uniform
spreading increases penetration, reduces foaming,
assists in suppension of
chemicals at a cost of
50/acre 753-0833
WANT to lease 4 acre
dark fired tobacco
492 8159

SEARS

MURRAY

SHOE REPAIR

Open Sundays
1 p.m.-4 p.m.

While-U-Wart Service
106 N 4th St.
759-1983
io4 95 pm Sat 10-I pm

753-2310

1994 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare lupplement
mitunince LS !WSW
standanzed In 10
plans and we wnte
all 10
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $696 in
1994
For more information
call
NIcC'ONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or Natioawide
I-800-455-4199
'orir 32ad yrs at arms•

The Covered
Wagon
Tack & Apparel

025

121 South at Sedalia Y
Mayfield, KY 42066

Personals

502-251-3417

DON'T chance romance
Call Match Maker International (502)554-8600

Hours Mon.-Sat 10 a m -6 p m , Sun. 1-5 p m
Shelia Tucker
Jerry & Lisa O'Bryan

REDKEN

759-1874

Fringe 'Benefits
Set
Manicure
(Hot Wax)
Full

$30 Haircut
$8 Shades
Eq Color

$10

6041/2 Broad Ext.

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

Page Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page at

753-8107
SECRETARY/BOOKKEEPER
POSITION AVAILABLE
The Calloway County Board of Education
has an opening in the central office_ for a
full-time
April 1,

secretary/bookkeeper, effective

1994.

Responsibilities of the position include:
—
—
—
-—

Personnel records
Payroll
Bookkeeping
Insurance' and other benefits
Other responsibilities as assigned

Position offers excellent fringe benefits.
Salary commensurate with education and
experience.
Send resume to: Calloway County Board of
Education, Attention: Cindy Jones,P.O. Box
800, Murray, KY 42071.

FEEL BETTER WITH THE
"RIGHT STUFF!!"
Inadequate nutrition Con leave you feeling tired, depressed, and Increase costly
visits to your physician

1

Call Derrell at 502-527-39Q8 to find out
about a line of superb nutritional supplements that can
I

Help you feel better and have more
energy

the soreness you experience
from exercise and enhance your recov-

2 Reduce

ery from the exercise
3 Help ypu.lose weight with 0 nutritionally
balanced product which will help you
body
4 Provide the fiber your body needs to
work properly and avoid certain diseases
CALL TODAY (502-527-3998)
AND GIVE YOUR BODY WHAT IT
NEEDS FOR YOU TO FEEL GOODII

MEET nice singles w/
names phone es Down
Home Introductions
615-235-5000
050
Lost
And Found
LOST: 6rno. old, tabby kitten, pink collar Vacinity of
S 9th St. Reward offered!
753-3958 after 4pm.

$20

Formerly Sun Sensations
--a nd—
Norma jeane's Nails

Rollins DCS in
Murray is now accepting applications for qualified
tractor trailer drivers. Must have minimum 2 years
OTR verifiable experience, excellent pay, major
medical, dental
and eyeglass & 5
year vested retirement.
Home
weekends.

1-800-782-8759
FULL-time RN tor growing
practice Oncology experience preferred but will train
Send resume to PO Box
1040 K, A4urray, KY 42071
FULL-time employes
needed General office
work Send resume to PO
Box 1040 M. Murray, KY
42071

1 EXPERIENCED waitress
full-time, 1 part-time . Call
474-8095 or apply in person at Ky Lake Lodge &
Restaurant in Aurora, KY.
ATTENTION'HOME MAKERS, SENIOR CITIZENS,
SECOND JOBBERS &
COLLEGE STUDENTS.
Cablevision has several
permanent part time evening telemarketing positions
for the SUPER MOTIVATED.
GOAL
ORIENTED. HIGH
ACHIEVER WE OFFER
paid training, base salary
plus commission, weekly &
monthly bonus', departmental incentives Cablevision, 90 N Main St, Benton,
KY 42025 EOE Apply in
person
DO you need a GED? Do
you need hope for the fu tore and help to get a solid
career/ We have 22 JOB
openings for people 16 thru
21 that are not full time high
school students Call
753-9378 Five days a week
between 8 00am-3 00pm
We are an EOE This project is funded by the Western Kentucky Private Industry Council-JTPA
EARN up to $1,000 weekly
processing mail Start now,
no experience, free supplies free information, no
obligabon send SAS E to
Lifetime Dept 28, PO Box
39, Bangs Texas 76823
EARN up to 53.000/mo processing mortgage refunds
in your area No experience
necessary 502-569-1962
FREE Truck Drivers Seminar. Experienced. Inexper
ienced, Recent Driving
School Graduates Boyd
Brothers Transportation
one of the nations fastest
growing trucking companies will hold a Seminar for
the purpose of hiring Dm
era 'Starting pay
$ 22-S 24/mile *$400
weekly guarantee after =signed a truck •Direct
Deposti/Credit Union
30/mile after 3 to 6mos
•E F T Sattey Bonus Prog
ram •Medical 8 Dental Ben
&Its On board satellite
system Holiday Inn, Hwy
641 South, Murray, KY Attend 1 of the 3 unmans
Tues March 1510am,246
PM
Exp
Drivers
800-543-6923 'now Driv•
ors 800-995-5632
POSTAL JOBS $12 261hr
to start plus benefits Postal
carriers sorters, clerks.
maintenance For an application Al exam inforrnason.
call 1 219 736-1715 oxt
P3482 Sam gpm 7 days

NO experience' $500 to
$900 weekly/potential/ processing FHA refunds Own
hours 1 501 646 0044
Ext 389 24 hours

Attention Murray!

» POSTAL JOBS"
suir,811 4 lAtr • baciudita
For aaplicatuan A info , call
H2161-3244439 7 m to
10 pm , 7 days

SAFETY

PLACEMENT REPRESENTATIVES The
Foundation for Worldwide
International Student Ex
change needs representatives in local community to
work with students from
foreign countries, locating
host families and maintain
mg relationships with high
schools Ideal candidate
wiN have sincere desire to
promote international
understanding Flexible
part-time position includes
opportunity to earn international travel Send resume
and letter of application to
207 l Church St , Dyers,
burg, TN 38024
POSITION available Grill
cook & waitress 753-3195

FAST REFUNDS
IRS Electronic Filing - $25.00
Tax Preparation
Pick Up & Delivery On Request

KDL Bookkeeping
& Payroll Service

Advisor,
Company will
train Call Mon Fri
9am-lpm
only
615-399-8269

$2150imo

PART time at Parns 410
Main St Apply in person
No phone calls please

MUSIC DJ all occassions
Brian Pataluna 762-2043
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Open 5pm
Closed
Mon -Wed Pizza, salads,
hot sandwiches. gyros &
bread sticks Dine-in or
carry : out 474-8119 or
1-800-649-3804

Aperunonta
For Rent

Wined

AS SEEN ON T V

753-1916
DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days is
advance!
A DJ USTM ENTS
Advertisers are requested
La check the ?Int Insertion
of their acti tor any error.
Murray Ledger 4 Times
will be responsible for only
raw Incorrect invert/on.
Any error should be reported Immediately so corrections can be made.

Noise

Nsto

SECRETARNT/Bookeeper
position available with law
firm Full-time with fringe
benefits Some bookkeeping background preferred
experience in Work Perfect
an asset Salary commensurate with experience
Send resume to P 0 Box
1040J Murray, KY 42071

0

AND AFFIIATED GOMPANIES

EXECUTIVE SALES POSITION
FINANCIAL PRODUCTS & SERVICES
Metropolitan Llfe - One of the largest financial
institubons, seeks aggressive person to fill position in local area.
Salary - Up to $40,000 plus. Excellent fnnge
benefits to include: retirement, medical and dental
for entire family, 401K and disability plan, 3-year
training program.
College degree preferred. No sales background
necessary.
Resume please to. BEVERLY CULBREATH
RECRUITING DIRECTOR
555 JEFFERSON SUITE 305
PADUCAH, KY 42001

Domestic
& Childcare
CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable and experienced,references Call
Linda 759-9553
MOTHER of 2 will babysit in
her home CPR certified
References 753-1197.
WILL clean houses, reasonable rates references
437-4064
WILL sit with elderly Includes meals & cleaning
Call 753-4590 for information & references

ALTERATIONS and repairs Rental gowns & tuxedos Ruth's See and Sew,
Country Square, 1608 N
121, Murray 753-6981
SEWING 'tabs wanted, including formal wear
753-1061
WILL do house-keeping
Have references
474-8222
ion
Business
Opportunky
PARADISE SNOW
Franchise for sale in Murray Building & all equipment 442-4758

SHADY Oaks 2 or 315r.
electric or gas Wallung de
tance to college 753-5209

IBR close to university
some utilities paid
753 8756

PROM dress size 8 Black
8 white full sequined strap
less $200 753-7249 or
753-5571

VACANT 2br furnished
$200 753 5292

SMALL engine parts new
& used Briggs & Stratton
Kohler, Tecumseh. Napa
Service & parts manuals
489-2672

Mobile
Home Los For ROM

SUNTAN
492-8516

160

GE

prnan3
Westinghouse

Kitchen

Aid

140
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm
CASH for mobile home
tires & axles 436-2578,
901-644-0679

DINING room suite, large
double lighted hutch, $500
436-5509
QUEEN size sofa sleeper,
blue, mauve, cream &
beige Excellent condition,
$1,200 435-4572

aPPan
May

Magic

Chef

WARD ELKINS
Court Square

Murray

753-1713

Terry
Tatlock
Licensed
Agent

MAJOR MEDICAL INSURANCE
INDIVIDUAL OR GROUP
We represent several of the top rated
companies including; Continental General, CNA, Employers Health, ICH, Principal Mutual, Travelers, Union Bankers &
Washington National, to give you the best
possible rates and benefits For "Top
Companies and Top Service" contact
Terry at: 753-4199

McConnell Ins. Agency
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

300
Business
Rentals
800-2200S0 ft
RE 753-9898

Coleman

HARD to believe that odic*
space on the courtsquare in
downtown Murray is affordable & available but it is &
Debbie can tell you all about it Call 753-1266
RETAIL or Office Space in
S Side Shopping Center
753-4509 or 753-6612

28R. CUTE duplex. Dishwasher. microwave.
$425/mo BUT LOW UTILITIES' $10350 combined
average 1402 Michelle,
Northwood Lease, deposit, no pets 753-8734
2BR duplex nice neighborhood, newly decorated Reference, deposit required
No pets $275/mo,
436-2816 anytime

For your convenience
The Murray Ledger & Times
is now accepting

Visa and Master Card

190
Fan,
Equipment
CASE International 495
farm tractor Approx 100
hours
Phones
50 2 75 3 - 4 389
502 753 5960
HOLLAND 2 row tobacco
setter 753-1594 after 7pm
WANTED utility tractor
with or without loader Call
collect 815-932-8494 Call
after 7pm

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

THE woodmaster is back'
Call now for good seasoned firewood that stacks
up' 753-9235

753-1916

Call Us Today!

ilit
STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD
Is having a howling good sale this
month on name brands like Rocky
Mountain, Wrangler, Roper. Acme,
Bailey. Big Horn. and many more So
shop with us, compare
prices & return for savings
you'll appreciate
STATE LINE WESTERN WORLD is
located 18 Elks west of Hazel on
893 west, Look for brown & orange
sign at the yellow cation light in
Hazel Open Mon -Sat 10 5
502 - 492-6 1 44

FIREWOOD also tree service 436-2562

MARRELL guitar, elec or
acustic, band new, $450, &
Kramer guitar, elec $200 2
Violin Strativanos made
1758 one $1000 and $800
436 2102

A me,ice's Second Cer

Ugly Duckling
ffill1=21213
123111
ocatmos Coast to Coast
HALEY'S AUTO SALES

wit
Playpen,
ners Call
5pm

crib with mat
old Bassinet
e cover
Car-

BAHAMA Cruise. 5 clays/4
nights for one couple Paid
$400 Will sell for $300
759-9311
BOGARD trucking and excavating. one We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt, white
rock, rip rap 759 1828
FOR sale 1 week of time
share luxury condo anywhere in the world (if avail
able) 753-0822
N Boy mower, self
never been in a
condition Orflapper 2
cycle rri
e as
mower above
sale critical
for $305 753-1571
STEEL BUILDINGS
FACTORY CLOSE-OUTS!
2400. 33x45. 48x42
10044 Limited Time 8
Supply Cell Now To Save'
Ramage Const.
(502) 320-8412
MATTRESSES, any size
Buy factory direct' Ask ab
out our Roped& Smith Met
tress
Factory
502 851 3160

112 So. 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

3fo4e, Vet eY associates

240
lascellaneous
RAINBOW vacuums, all
models 2yr warranties
starting $3394699 Ray
Russell Vacuum Shop
443-7720

Wu Income Tax. professiona(s'
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS
FARM— BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL
SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP

Business
Services
1992 CLUB Car Golf Cart
Barely used Gas Phones
502 75 3 4 389
502-75.3 5960

Office. 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk 753-9600

250

1994 WOLFF 24 bulb sun
tan bed, brand new still in
the crate, $2 400 obo
753.4545-

ovn906

MOBILE home lots for rent
492-8488

2EIR 1 bath duplex garage
with automatic door
opener, dish washer, gar
bage disposal w/c1 hook
up central h/a $450/mo
tyr lease Day 753-7688
nights 759-4703

Home
Furnishings

Most Major Brands

HotPoolt

265

1 OR 2br apts near down
town Murray 753-4109

Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving

APPLIANC
E PARTS
To Fit
f noaire

WE SELL!

Musical .

CASH paid for good, used
Mies, shotguns and ps
tols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th
Murray

1000's of Now and Used Parts
Largest Inventory In West Kentucky

bed. $350

no

RETAIL LENDING OFFICER

Cldzeas Bank And Trust Company
Vice President Of Human Resources
P.O. Box 2100
Padecah, KY 42002-2400
EOE,
WM

1,2.380 apts Furnished
very nice near MSU No
pets
7 5 3 1 25 2
days 753-0606 alter 5prn

YOU BRING
753-7400

070

YOU BRING, WE SELL
753-7400
A leading regional bank is seeking immediately a fullume retail lending officer, Candidates should have 2-3
years of retail lending expenence. Prefer apphcates to
have college degree in business or related field.
We offer a full range of benefits with salary commensurate with experience.
Please send resume and cover letter in confidence

28R Grogan's Trailer Park
Appliances 8 water furnished
Coleman RE
753-9898

SUN tanning beds new 8
used financing available
WILDLIFE/ Parts service &
supplies
CONSERVATION JOBS Call Sonny Hooks
Game wardens, security. 7 5 3 - 9 2 7 4
maintenance. .to No asp 1 800 540-9790
necessary Now hiring For
into call 219-794-0010 ext TV Center new, $175
753-7523
7159. Barn 9pm 7 days

Kathy Lee • 502-474-2796

Metropolitan Life

NEW metal song A roofing Cover 38 cut to length
in 10 colors galvanized
arid galvalurne Secondary
if available Portable carport kits 489 2722 or
489-2724

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA

915 Coldwater Rd. "--(502) 753-6069

K T I and Associates offering a full line of investigative
services Bel Air Center
753-3868 or 436-6099
270
Mobile
Homes For Sale
1982 24X56 FLEETWOOD, 3br, 2 bath appliances, central h/a. deck
& service pole, excellent
condition Must be moved
435-4638 after 5pm
1993 FRANKLIN 16X80,
$24,000 Firm 753-6384,
after 5pm
CUMMINGS Meter Poles
Specializing in mobile
home electric services 200
amp $375 100 amp $325
435-4027
PRE-OWNED Homes
Hurry white they last! 1311
2br, 12X60 only $2,995
now 51.995 0323 2br
12X60 was $3,995 now
52,995 0253 2br, 12X60
was $5,995 now $4,995
1357 2br. 12X65 was
$2,500 now $1,500 *344
2br, 14X70 $500 down 8
$196 per month Repo'
1305 14X70 Repo $500
down 8 $195 per month
Many more pre owned 8
Repo homes to choose
from I See these at Volun
beer Homes, Hwy 79 East
Pans, TN 901 642 4466

We Mew
Mobile Homes
5024374608

Every Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doors open at 6001

Knights of Columbus Hall
KT 94 West to Johnny Robertson Road. South to SC1
Kale Road rot on Sp Hale Road lie mile
OP' N TO THE PURL IC

753-0466

NON-PROFIT ORGANIZATION

P.O. Box 1033

Murray

Tobacco Farmers

LYNN GROVE FEED & SEED, INC.
Offers a Complete Line of
• Green Houses
• Outside Float System

• Soil-Lass Mixes
• Finished Plants

• Float Trays

• Staled Plants

Now booking startod & finished plants.
Construction available on greenhouses.

1-800-831-3239

(502) 435-4415

Business on
a Budget?
Pun this 2x2 consisfenCy ad in Clowbeds every day.including the Shopper .
fa Sidi a month (paid in advance)

Call 753-1916 for details.

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

is=

kat
Imam

ickenleaus• neer ape
owe all appliances inciseg %rasher & dryer
'53-4573

AKC Registered

Coils
pupa old Leese Cala di
I male 2 females
$125rniale $100Aeniale
753 4545

wailer kers/Med La
cared 1601 Farmer
3011 rip C woman RE
53-9091
4BM 2 bah ape evadable
-buss Centel
••••
canoes lunwhed Located
sx• Diug‘ed Coleman RE
'53 9090

Ekti3ASST 2br, central
gas apphances furnished

Cowman RE 7539808

LARGE
2 bath cereal
we hook up No pets
Reterencis4 deposit requir•d
$335 /ono
'53-31649

Now

DOG Day Afternoon dog
grooming 756 1768
HAVE an obedient sale

dog for show or home

Classes or private Seasons
Serving Muni* tor over
2yrs 436 2856
ROTWEILLERS MC have
been wormed 2 males I
t•maie
•ady now
759 2598

1.1=

Sonolsas
Mama

Far Se*

A K C Le/ignite Giar man
Shepherd puppy to good
home 4130 7539270

JIMI

A MA 7 bath duplex gee
heat garage Available
nee
Col•iii•n RE
7539898

TUESDAY MARCH 15, 1994

3138 2 bath Once ranch
cerise hew & ac Privacy
*nos torepow* with insert,

1973 GMC toil war
$1 200 7534545

asking

••••••••••
LAWN

$64 500 'S35'03
30R brick home in Southwest school district Central
gas heat central 'Medic
am auacnad garage of
Need at $72 500 thru Kop

pseud Reset, '53 1222
MlS9549€
313R. central gas haat & as.
3yrs old, lanced bad red
aloe neighborhood Good
sterter or retiree home lel
mediate possession
753-5214 afar 5pm
39R home in low quiet
neighborhood Reduced to
$50,500 Contact k bp
mud Reeky 753 1272
MISS 5269

Used
Two*
1970 1.400EL Jeep asking
1550 753-4545
1970 FORD tuck slick

MOWING
&ea tstenches
RiPosorxibie lkites
Oropenalcible Sonic*

shift new mold $1 200
obo and 1967 Chevy truce
mice shift, $1,000 oho
436-2526
1981 CHEVY pick up Ai
size excellent condition
Must seill 436 2102

INS FORD Raver, 4 ce
tinder nice. $3 500 Phone
354 8692 attar kini

taking
Orders
Now

•

COE S General Repeat
Electric carpentry *seei

finishing
492 6•03

plumbing

CONS TFIUC TJON From
one $2 a square loot and
up

Tripp

Williams

753-0843
COUNTER TOPS

cualDni
Homes. trailers offices
Wiilfts Recovery Murray

436 5500

Colt

Rule Lawn
Service
(502) 489-2117
••••••••••

CUNNINGHAM'S Heeling
and Cooling Service Corn
pee installation and row
v , c• Call Gary at
'59 1754
CUSTOM bulidoang and
backhoe work spec sys
liens 354 8161 after 401/1

11.= AIME
FOR tare 12yr old bum
nes* man 2yrs aspen

WKS ready to do yard
spring dewing & summer
mowing Call 7399021
GERALD WALTERS
Roofing vinyl siding point
ing Free estimates 18
yews sopenenoe Lodi re
herences 436 2701
HADAWAY Construction
Remodelling vonyf
vinyl replacement win
does* vinyl flooring
436 2062
HEATING Ron Hal teat
irig Coding and Electric
Co Service tone replace
mere arid °omelets install
bon Licensed gas installer

LAWN care Have neer
ences reasonable fans

0:1•Pendable mew* oak
rig orders now) Gar C&J
Lam Service Phone (502)
7535042
LAWNS mowed No lawn
too big or too snail Res
sonable
rates
502 436 5061

LICENSED for elecinc and
gas 7537203
L&L LAWN SERVICE corn
mercer or residents) tree

oaatnalos Cat 753 4001
after 5pm

PL UMBING reciarrnan with
same day service
436 5255

Call

SURE WAY Tree & Serra
Removal Insured wieh hut
ens of ecturernsm Fr
"
"
tanates Day or night
75354.4

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Seem* Center, deaneigservicing $15, most rapers
$35 Frei estenfiles Route
I Alma Open 912, 15,
Mon Fn 753-0530
WHOLESALE carpet sales
& installation Residential
or commercial Randy Lee
502 474 2796

•:‘
Phone 435 4699
CARPET installation 30
ROCKY COLSON Home
CUSTOM bush hogging
plus years experience
5 ROOM t600sq house
ITS time to marl ihinking Repair Roofing siding
ONIONS
&
11111/1
0
(up
to 6-desp)
Needs a nevi location
commerical arid melon
WILL do yard work mow
about mowing your yard painting plumbing con
1973 STARCRAFT 2311
Owners we accepting of
bat vinyl, lie barber Work 4892006
Call Wayne. Lawn Set ore* Free estimates Cal mg 437 4071
leis to purchase & move $3000 Cal 474 8125 after guaranteed Measures end DRYWALL, finish
'NUR CAL Apartments now
ing, re
vice 489 7342 Free est 474 2307
WILL mow yards and rake
home Would rasa* a good 4Orn
repairs Cal 474 2131 or Pees additions and blow
acoepsng applocabons tor
mates Reasonable rates
Call 753 8306 after
JEFF S Custom Closed
437,4543
nimbi Broker'owner cai
1 2 and 3br apwtments
mg
oolon
gs
753-4
761
1991 28FT Stri wheel Prow
7542001
Phone 759-49114 Equal
ROOFING vinyl siding & Closet organizers to, home 4 30pm
kir loaded mint condition
CARPORTS to cars and ELECTRICAL-R
or office customed de
on Half rephicernent windows
Housing Opportunity
30
trucks Special sizes for Heating, Cooi
BY owner. LOVELY BRICK Cat 489 7018
ng& EMdric, yews experience Free es signed and installed Free GENE
RAL Repair plumbmotor
RANC
home,
HER
boats RV
45 wooded iOU BRING
NEWLY construed 2bir
Inc Service, safes and inEstimate 753 9581
missies Cal 753 6158
WE SELL' and etc
ing roofing tree work
acres. ROOM TO BUILD 6
Excell
ent
protec
duplex, slue hookup
stalla
tion
(502)
4354099
436 2642
541 ACRES prone develop maw from Manly 1mile to '33 7133
tion Pugh quality, excellent 435 4327,
KITCHEN CABINET RE
$40134mo 753-0472
SEWING machine repair
ment property southwest or KY is l4wy94 2br
value Roy He 7594664
FACING Make your old Kenneth 13amhi
ll 753-2674
NEW large duce. 2 ful Murray Must sew bath tares hying'dining
EXPERIENCED dry well new again with Formi
SEAMLESS gutters in
ca At
CHIM Chino Chimney finishing Refer
baths gas heat in private 750-9247
Sous
SHEE
ences avail
TROC
room worth stone fireplace
finishing
stalled residential or comK
color
s free estimates
Swee
ps
has 10% senior able 436-2060
41 adore
area lease & deposit
central *cleat vaulted
Wulff's Recovery Murray. textured ceilings Larry mercial Servall Gutter CO
citizen discounts We sell
$500mso No peal Dew CONEK)1111MUN for sais or ceilings huge
Chnsman 492 8742
753 64.33
KY
436 5560
2
car
lease
Low utilities
chimney caps and screens
GAIL S Creative Designs
753-1155
nights security 753-3 on is garage workshop
435 4191
new
293 after
Computer embroidery
753-1623
wood cabinets, is iscar
clare 2pm 753 5745
9P111
Pets all appanage Move
NICE duplex 2br central
24
LOWE
KOPP
Ponto
on
ERUD
boat
Realty has in NOW Priced
• applianon furnished
ap 904,0 Evinrude cover
• jjow.welt.
buyers waling to purdwee praise Call 502-4below
s and
C.olerman RE 753-9690
74 2769
SWfirri ladder
homes ail price ranges If
Call
COTTAGE at 810 economy 901 247 3221 between
NOW taking applocations you we 'lionising of seeing
tor Section 8 low rent how
contact one of our courte- price quiet street 2 3 bed- Sam 4prin
ing Apply m person at ous and professional rooms 2 baths central gas
CUSTOM KITCHEN, CASINFTS
C OST061 re.000WOA5IP53
Southsele Manor 906 agents at 753 1222 at cap heat new knchen large ALUMINUM 36t1 house
boat for sae Sleeps• has
yams Walk to
Broad St Extended be by _once at 711 Main Si
West dealer
shoPP•Ifil
All Types Ot
bath kitchen large front
Lion, this play guaranteed he had
CM Century 21 753-1492
'Mewl Sam 12noon No
Both sides vulnerable
NEW
deck
404(5
Si'
Cus
0
commo
deck
Woo
tom
n:sad
on
dwo
either the jack or no more clubs.
top
rki
of
ng
phone calls please blue
metal budding in Lynn HOME for sale by owner cabin 115hp Evenrude
•rid
NORTH
Housing Opportunoty
West interpreted the play cormotor 436 5811
Grove barrage Hwy 94W 7536235
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•—
rectly when he continued with a
SUMMER'S oonwig beau• corner lot 753-4873 after
low
•Q J 1072 •
• griapfi, Ana Soo Clo Showroom
LAKE area charm' Corn
YOU BRING WE - SELL,
cluh, the three, at trick two. Earit
tail lake duplex boat ramp erim
Prete*/ turnished 2 bed
• A 8 7542
MI Suakin Wore* Mona &rosy Sown
753 '400
won with the jack and —
each 2br ired hook te
certain
rooms eat in kitchen sun
•
•10 8
753-5940
15min from Murray Top NEW duplex for safe Cans
that-declarer still had another club,
room
large
Irving
bridg
room
e
WES
Estat
T
es Gene
$35Ormo Wasn't $273rtio
EAST
since the three was West's origintil
1\2,-....meru.Lake privileges $30s del
Steely 753-6156
•10 7 4
527 9639
• 52
fourth best club — played a third
Century 21 '53 1492
K 95
*A8643
round of clubs.
TAKING applications for ROBERTS Reath Cailo
• 106
LOOK at pnce end size'
way
Count
y
s
°iciest
•J 9
and
section 8 rent subsodized
West won with the ace and had to
most meads raw Mane Hew about 6br 3 baths
•A K :1 2
•QJ6
apartments 1 2 & 3 bed
1 1 1 1 A Hauling. moving
decide what to do next. He realized
living
room
agenc
der
y
For
large
at your 'eel
S()k
rooms handicap access.
that Eastcould have the ace ofheart
dean up odd iota tree
estate needs cal them to- hitcher+ & lots of closets
s
be Equal Housing Oopor
•A KQ9863
9
trimm
ing
ties
and that a heart return_ might be
remov
al
Edge
of city limits and only
lowly Apply Hike* Apts day at 753 16511 Syca
V
—
muld,
haulin
g
Free
est
$89 900 See this one
essential at this point. But he dismore and 12th St
Hardin
mates
Ky
or Ca
•K Q 3
Tim Lamb
soon Kopperud Realty
missed this possibility because he
is n014 0fferfOg
502-4374113
436-5744
UNDER constructor, 1800 "53 1222
•954
MLSO 5450
reasoned that — since South had
squar
e foot dudes located
The bidding:
VERY nice 2br 2 bath OL
1 1 1 A Hauling tree trim
shown up with three dubs and probFolbrook subdivision otf RUST,C house on 3 acres
Pens Mugs keycreins Buttons Magne
West
North East
Pies appliances furnishec
ming
tree
tic
remov
Busin
South
e)
ess
dean
ably had seven or eight spades — it
Soute
wesi school district
Duque
/
Cards
Rd
BM*
Kites
venee
Ballo
r
ons Desk Accessories Memo
cent* as heat & ay
Pass
Pass
Pass
4•
30k40 metal shop 16X16 ing out sheds SITICE le odd
woul
d be impossible for declarer to
centra
l
gas
Board
753
s
4873
Pins
and Many Many More Products'
after
$475nrio 1 mo deposit.'
lobs Free estimates
Pass
Pass
Pass
patio deck 3br 2 bath
escape a heart loser if he had one.
✓ lease No pets Call fiCirn
436
2102 Luke Lamb
Opening lead — king of clubs.
central gas heat & air
Accordingly. at trick four West
753-2905
169 500 Senous inquires At ALS hauling yard
led the deuce of clubs. in effect ,askWe
accep
t
only 492 8600 afar 5con
Visa
or MasterCard
It sometimes takes perfect coopwork tree removal mow
ing East to ruff with his highest
• ng Free estimates
eration for the defenders to score all trum
THiS 1
story Oeserves a
p. East duly obliged by trump759-1
683
the tricks they are entitled4o make
. ing with the jack, thus pulling the
$3 WATER front, lake lot look' Tree arched street
Here is a fine example of how a wellvinyl siding fenced yard
Authorised
A IA tree service' Removal
rug from under declarer's feet.
1614 OLIVE all origin Center Rehr Cabin Site centra
Romplielfly
BRJGGS & STRATTON
l gad heat sat no* trimming hauling & dean
oiled partnership can accomplish its
Appro
x
1
acre
Excee
ent
South now had to lone a trump
furnished letchen & Irving
or market
end KOHLER
$40 s
aim.
up 492 8254
room privileges Coierear veer of KY Lake fronting 753
trick and go down one. and Eastervics
1492
at
Cesar
Centu
ry
21
Bloo
South opened fourth-hand with West were
d River
Call
RE 753-98943
A 1 carpentry work house
duly rewarded for their
812 283 5341
foui spades and West led the king of
ACTOSS from Southern Stat
plans drawn remociiing
excellent defense. Had East woun
es
d
clubs
.
East
made his first good move
decks homes built rio pb
up on lead on the thiril round of
Lamb
'
s Small Engine
when
he
to
smart
playe
tree
d
Hewes
the
quee
esbma
n on the clubs,declarer would have made
tes
Ikeercyciss
the
101 Industrial Road
Lets
Call J&C Construction
king. In accordance with convenFar Rs*
contract.
Fat Sib
1988 HONDA Hawk 650 4365398
P.O.
Box
247
2CIR bock carport 1
GT gray low miss excel
Murray, KY 42071
Al TREE Service Stumc
bans centrel. wa. ap- 100X140 SOUTHWEST - ant-zonch
Vials
ciri helmets eco_ iodides.'2 rernovatareirepnreng -free
pliances yard mainteRepair Work
& ertra seat 1 1 xxx
estimates 753 0906 &lei
nance induced No pee unites' reduced $17 500
Revs^ Lamb
miles Asking 42 100
753-4873 Mote Open
5pm
759-9
$375 Deposit & refer
816 7510496
Richard Lamb
EDNESD.Ali. %1-‘14CH 16.1994
753-6138 before 5pre
753-2925
ences
After 5pm
BEAUTIFUL large lots with
ALL
gutte
rs
(For
&
sour personalized daily Jeane Dixo
leave
s
1989 600 KAWASAKI
753-6397
trees in Gatesborough
cleaned Mowing leaf pica
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your n horoscope. based on your own
Nina
black
&
red
sharpi
e
$18
000 up Call 753 7249
phone company will bill you 99 2EIR house on So 711.1 St
cents a minute.)
extra dean Adult noon
$350nno team & deposit or 753-9662
hauling Cal David Bailey
43 5CrO obo 474 8216 be '
For
a clean sweep...
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE When
r•OUlred 753-4106
at Sartar Lawn Care
tore 5pm
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: A your seeking fun and frolic,- watch
7536986
48A ',mixer gat hest,
wallet. '
arc
YOU BRING/ WE SELL ,
change in direction will bring you
& appliances lease depohaw
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221:
ALPHA Buoders Careen
753-7400
new
rewar
ds on several levels. Your Make
sit & reterences required
far IMP
try remodeling porches
ability to come up with practical good it a point to win and retain the
492 8526
rooting concrete drive
Will of influential people. An
135 ACRES new KY Lake
solution' impresses higher-ups. In
ways painting mai nte
important breakthrough on the
New Concord
Sheba
June. candid chats will lead to better social
1.I•0,11UCT1CLAL
nanOe etc Free estimates
ClIANINK
;. young %nide black lop
horizon is possible. Dress
understanding; - valuable alliances your best
489 2303
• Werth
road $99,500 Wel diode
if
are
.possible. Keep your professional in authority. hoping to impress those
inlo 40 45 at 50 acre Wads
RI
ANTENNA Repair and in
vEseCLES U*43Efi ROC
JERRY GREEN
life and love life strictly separate.
or Owe Tiffte
Brakes for rent Pro Two ants 759-1922
staoabon Replace or install
Cars auctioned dyIRS
LIBR
November features a raise or pro- a ques A (Sept. 23-(kt. 221: Settle
Insured • Bonded
DEA FBI metronomes
tor vinyl song 436-2701
d..ahty Channel Master an
tion that is related to the
Trucks, boas moo,
motion. A year-end vacation will financial
ennas rotors and anvil
.• Free tumour*
side of your career. It is
CREEKVIEW Salt-storage
names corneralvi ant
i4-,ys, Beasley s
stren
Noma
gthen
family ties.
Antenna
best
triono4 Coll TOO r,
warehouses on Camber
to
err
on the conservative side
00
Serv
ter
ice
Ida
Buchanan
CELEBRITIES BORN ON where money
I ($OO) 438-61167
Drive behind Showy s
_ is
642-4
901
077
THI
S
Ere
DAT
re0•
A
E: comedian Jerry creet in all of yourconcerned. Be dis28R, VA bath brick on 3
$20-540erio 7594001
relationships.

Palay
Yalu
CHICKEN Met $25 per
peck-up load Stahler s
Dairy & Poultry farm
753- 7397

51.1

CONTRACT BRIDGE

•fr"

High-Class Defense

WOOD WORICS

C."8i8n6

PROMOTIONAL PRODUCTS!

CO (502) 382-2306

ars_ rulers

HOROSCOPES

Aka

weep

el
°
g

1 I Oa

MK

(502)753-9317

scree on Hwy 80 new
Aurora. $55,000 1985 TRANS Are 77,XXX
presently has units avail- 7534666.753-206
rtallot $4 200 1968 Dodge
1
able Call 7532905
I ton
30R. 25 bath home lo- 435-6099flatbed $1,000
cated on a quest Misfit News
asniral eat heat & air were 1958 MAZDA FIX 7 GLX
added in 192 Large drosetit 59.XXX miles mint condo
NORTHWOOD Storage

PEG'S Dog
753-2915

Grooming

REGISTERED 31'so old,
male Toy Poodle shots
$175 753-5318

& storage space generous ton, 43-800 753 5539 or
sized rooms & Tronacksie 733-9239
possession make this a
1908 RENAULT Megaton
home you need to wet
&norm radio arc very mom
Listed to sal at $75,000
119.XXX miles 759 0.334 al
Kopp•rud R•alty,
ter 4 30prn
753-1222 ML51541119
1990 GRAND Am SE fully
loaded wet sun roof Gar

age kept 21.XXX tales

Still under warranty
96,900 7561652
1910 TAURUS Wagon.
leaded, aluminum *twee
extra seat. $6500
437-4723
1991 TOYOTA Caney in
excellent condolion Call
7536098

*52 900

is your ticket to an unbelievable 1555 sig
ft
BRICK HOME Three bedrooms, 2 full bath,
2/1 great room, set-in kitchen, large maste
suite, vaulted oeilina„ fireplace, central heat r
It
air and many more amenities
Custom
on crawl space Garage, beaement and built
other
optima available.
tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION

0••• 6.009 Saamf‘d C_-is' 11191
MU Law

Oak lt4., Padocak, KY 42003

(502)554-3267

(502)582-1800

ANTIQUE reknrshin(
-fur
nit.ire repair & custom
woodworking 753 8056
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory awned by 3 rtta#or
manutatturers Alt work
and pals %warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appisence
Works 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. wen exp•ri•nc•
BOBBY
HOPPER, 4365648
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN NOM Oink
instillation. apse. 7001"
11 'tent 75615/5

BACKHOE Serino, - ROY
HILL Septic system. drive
slays. heading, Mundallona,

Sanwa, corn
plea fourodallons, aspic
attain& R24 Nesbitt Ms

YOU BRING
753- 7400

BEST rates for lewns
mowed 7536986
B&G Maintenance & lawn
care Free estimates Ask
1341 750-4490

1985 ASTRO Van 86 XXX
males cargo passenger
van esti Ow package Es
cadent oondeon $3500
435-4503 sew 7pre
1992 PL.YMOTH Voyager
nano van Olympic peck

age Only 200 made
Cruise IS, amen,cassette
C.al 768-1614 altar 5pm

Experienced builder of houses.
garages. pole barns & storage
buildings Also remodeling Call for
estimates, no job WO large or too
small

474-8267

GREEN EARTH LAWN SERVICE
among
Hedge Trimming

Tang
L.andacapong

etc 7564064

linty Phone 492-8516
pager 792-7221

Vim

Building Contractor

BACKPIDE

1992 EAGLE Talon,
loaded 753 8613 after
5 30pre
WE SELL,

J William Duncan

BOB'S Plumbing Repay
Service Al work gamer%
teed
753 1 134 of

436-5032
BREAKING & dotting gar
dens Yard landscaping

Mowing Time Is Nearly Here!
- CALL TODAY FOR FREE ESTIMATE
753-8222

RON HALL

HEATING, COOLING & ELECTRIC,

Inc

Correa Nearing S Cooling Service A kistaa
timwo
Decimal Service A ktstaNaspon
Licensed Gee Sibechanr

bush hogging & muiching
Free *gametes 436 5430

BRYON'S LAWN SERVICE Fro* rist.miilos
753 4591

O
MEN.
-I&WOGa
.xxee 00(11.14a

Murray, KY

1502) 435-4899

'Lewis. "Love-Connection- host
SCO
Chuck Woolery. first lady Pat \lace RPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Nixon. actress Kate Nelligan ("Mrs. lead yourself. Excess stress could
you to blow a fuse. Be open to
Coltunbo").
exciting new ideas. A business assoARIES(March 21-April 19y An ciation coul
d blossom into love.
early case of spring fever may keep
Make quick decisions: your instincts
you from doing your work. Smarten
are right on target. .
up and concentrate On the job at
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
hand. Welcoming new responsibili21): A conference with bigwigs
ties will help your paycheck grow.
could yield positive results, putting
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
you in line for career advancement.
Displaying a positive attitude is the
Although you will not see immedikey to Making others happ
y. ate results, the gains will be longEncouraging words and thoughtful
lasting.
deeds make the world go 'round.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
Romance has you.humming a cheer
19): Advertising begins to bring in
ful tune.
new busin
GEMINI (May 21 -June 20): key to ess. Quality service is the
continued prosperity. When
Being overly eager poses a risk.
unsure------- ask questions. The
potential to reap impressive benefits
answers may mean the difference
from a residentral project or house
- between success and failure.
hold purchase is strong. Legal or
AQUARIUS (Ian. 20-Feb. 18):
long-distance matters

require your
prompt attention.
CANCER (June 2I-July 22):
If
the risk is great or your mind
uncertain, save your money. Give whim
s
the brush and say "yes" to stabil
ity.
An unexpected visit from a frien
d

days

THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters vanity
of colors Licensed in
lured Estimate available
759 4690

A family misunderstanding is
cleared up, thanks to a coty: chat
with your mate. Anxiety subsides
when test results are received.
A
decision must be made regarding a
personal matter.

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):-.
provides the tonk yOu need.
- Consolidating family resources will -.LEO(July 23-Aug. 22): Happily. give
you a clearer picture of where ,
others agree with your ideas.
The things stand. An expert can clarif
ya
tempo quickens. Your timing is perconfusing question. Travel may :•
fect' A platonic relationship could
prove unnecessary.
intensify. catch
ing you off-guard.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are easy-going
and big-hearted, always willing
to lend a sympathetic ear. Art and music
are very important to these youngsters. Their parents would be wise to encou
rage their creative impulses.
Unusually adaptable, these Pisce
s can wear many hats in the business
world
However. it is probahl Pieper
for their health that they avoid high-presm .
ui
situations in both their profession
al life and personal life A calm. stabl

e
home ens ironrnent will let them devel
op their talents to full advantage.
ITe saw
upOssed ,apv -0 Woe Mum.term ..-11“.•
kw* -Visiorary. Tare as hem
w Nee Aseeee.
Heir V.I. had vole Piero
ik (Ind
.end Is OS pial SI MN.aidiaidluea
is Ciuma. A, keklre.. awl 54. 54.',-I Pt) Om
41.1142 Kamm I it
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TUESDAY, MARCH 15, 1994

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

LOOKING BACK

TODAY IN HISTORY

hump
se sus
mos
11SIN

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday. March IS, the 74th day of 1994. There are 291
days kit in the year. This is Buzzard Day in Hinckley, Ohio.
Today's Highlight in History:
On March 15, 44 B.C., Roman Emperor Julius Caesar was assassinated by a group of nobles that included Brutus and Cassius.
On this date:
In 1493, Christopher Columbus returned to Spain after his first
voyage to the Western Hemisphere.
In 1767, the seventh president of the United States, Andrew Jackson, was born in Washaw, S.C.
In 1820, Maine became the 2ird state
In 1875, the Roman Catholic archbishop of New York, John
McCloskey, was named the first American cardinal, by Pope Pius IX,
In 1913, President Wilson held the lirst open presidential news
conference.
In 1919, 75 years ago, the American Legion was founded, in Paris.
In 1944, 50 years ago, during World War II, Allied bombers again
raided German-held Monte Cassino.
In 1964, Elizabeth Taylor married Richard Burton in Montreal, it
was her fifth marriage, his second
In 1965, addressing a joint session of Congress, President Johnson
called for new legislation to guarantee every American's right to vote.
In 1977, the U.S. House of Representatives began a 90-day test to
determine the feasibility of showing its sessions on television.
Ten years ago: A jury in Miami acquitted Officer Luis Alvarei of
manslaughter in the fatal shooting of Nevell Johnson Jr., a black man
whose 1982 death triggered three days of riots.
Five years ago: Soviet President Mikhail S. Gorbachev convened a
two-day meeting of the Communist Party's Central Committee to
decide on agricultural reforms.
One year ago: Searchers found the body of the sixth and last victim
of the World Trade Center bombing in New York. Israeli Prime
Minister Yitzhak Rabin met at the White House with President Clinton, then offered to negotiate the return of part of the Golan Heights
to Syria.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Macdonald-earey is 81. Former astronaut
Alan L. Bean is 62. Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg- is
61. Actor Judd Hirsch is 59. Beach Boy Mike Love is 53. Rhythm 'n'
blues star Sly Stone is 50. Rock guitarist Ry Coode is 47.
Thought for Today: "People are, if anything, more touchy about
being thought silly than they are about being thought unjust." — E.B.
White, American author and humorist (1899-1985).
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Tea years ago
Lisa Shoemaker, Crissy Wolf,
tiretta Shepard, Lee Estes, Becky
Wolf, Kevin Wolf, Shannon
Wells, Rusty Wright, Robert
LaMastus, Lynn Koenecke and
Brian Fisk are Murray High
School students chosen as members of All-District 113.and.
The King's Sons composed of
Tony McClure, Gary McClure,
Randy McClure and Roger Stubblefield will sing at West Kentucky Gospel Music Association
to be March 17 at New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie Bohannon,
Feb. 28.
Mr. and Mrs. Conn Spencer
will be married for 50 years on
March 17.
Marshall County beat Ballard
lor the champion itf First Regional High School Girls Basketball

Thirty years ago
An average of $36.30 per
hundred weighth has been
reported for the season's sale of
dark fired tobacco on the Murray
Market, according to 011ie Barneu, government reported for the
local market.
Charles T. McGhee has been
promoted to staff sergeant in the
U.S. Air Force at Clark Air Base,
F'hillippines.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Anthony Mrkvikka, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Jerald Wayne Turner, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Dale Charlton, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Ted Lovett and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Lloyd Canter.
Over 200 Girls Scouts in Murray celebrated Girl Scout Week,
March 8-14.
Mr. and Mrs. Jewell Evans
have returned home after a vaca-

Tournament.
Twenty years ago
Noral Young of Hamlin has
been chosen as Tree Farmer of
the Year in the Western District
of Kentucky by the Kenuickey
DiV1310ft Of Forestry.
About 250 persons attended a
public hearing on March 13 held
by a committee to study the status and future of Murray University School.
Elected as new officers of
Chapter M of P.E.O. Sisterhood
were Mrs. Maurice P. Christopher, Mrs. A.C. La Follette, Mrs.
Olga Freeman, Mrs. H.L. Oakley,
Mrs. John C. Quertermous, Mrs.
A.H. Titsworth and Mrs. George
Hart.
Elected as president of Thor()bred Club was Dr. Jim Frank
who is pictured with Outgoing
President Joe Pat James.

DEAR ABBY. I am writing in
response to the letter about the
young boy who died from an allergic
reaction to peanuts in a cookie he
was served at a birthday party.
Thank you for increasing public
awareness to the potential :danger
of giving food to children who may
have allergies.
My 3-year-old son has lifethreatening reactions to peanuts
and eggs. Even after I tell people
about his allergies, they don't fully
comprehend the seriousness of the
-situation. Many think if I just "tell
the teacher, the party hostess, etc.'
about my son's allergies, I can safely entrust his care to that adult. I
have heard too many examples of

DEAR JOYCE: I contacted
the Food Allergy Network and
was sent a very informative
packet of materials. By joining
the network, families receive
pamphlets, bimonthly newsletters, the latest in food and allergy research, product labeling
Information, and the comfort of
knowing they are not alone.
One of the pamphlets was
especially enlightening. The
symptoms of a potentially fatal
allergic reaction are "... a tingling sensation, itching or
metallic taste in the mouth followed by hives, a sensation of
warmth, asthma symptoms,
swelling of the mouth and

adults who were informed of the
allergies offering allergic children
the offensive food and even insisting
they at it.
I wish people could understand
I'm not being overprotective when I
don't enroll him in preschool or
other activities where food is served
to groups of children.
For those who have food allergies
or have children with food allergies,
there is a support group that helps
families who are living with this
problem. For more information,
write to: The Food Allergy Network,
4744 Holly Ave., Fairfax, Va. 220305647.
JOYCE A. YOKELL,
FORT WORTH,TEXAS
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YES, BUT SHE'S NOT I-IERE!
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By GARY LARSON

DO You WANT TO
GO BOWLING'
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DR. GOTT
Making sure not to disturb their quarry. nature lovers
would approach the glass slowly, hoping to get a
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good look at the normally shy dessert animals
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CATHY
THIS YEAR'S WISPY, TISSUETHIN FABRIC LETS YOU
PUI1/44 PEEKABOO WITH YOUR
BON, WHILE ASSERTING
THE CONFIDENCE, STRENGTH
AND NO-NONSENSE SELF -
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r"TDP IT Off WITH A SASSY
HAT AND THIS SEASON'S
MUST-HAVE ACCESSORV...

...A BACKPACK
10 STUFF A
SWERTSUIT tN
IN CASE YOU
RUN INTO
YOUR MOTHER.

RESPECT Of A WHOLE NEIN
BREED OF WOMEN.
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11 — Moines.
Iowa
16 Walks wearily
18 — and tonic
20 A month
22 Comedian
Richard —
23 Weird
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61 Compass pt
62 Talk
continuously
(2 wds.)
64 Australian
bird
65 Eternally
(poet)
66 Not suitable
67 Aug time
DOWN
1 Jump on one
foot
2 — MacGraw
3 Arab or Jew
4 Leslie Caron

SEE? I'M DOING T14E
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Answer to Previous Pilule

Mex.
44 One who lays
rooftop
blocks
46 Sand bar
48 Comedian
Philips
50 Actor —
Calhoun
51'— Haw"
53 Irritated
55 Straightforward
58 Bookkeeper's

1 Possesses
4 Clear
9 Color
12 Grand —
Opry
13 JapaneseAmerican
14 Before
15 Skin eruption
17 Roy —
19 Hipbone
21 Nothing
22 Type of fish
24 Mrs. Nixon
26 Head support
29 Like long
grimes
31 Opposite of
no
33 Expire
34 12 mos.
35 Canal system
in northern
Michigan
37 Newt
39 Physician
(abbr )
40 Lubricate
42 Neighbor of
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throat area, difficulty breathing, vomiting, diarrhea, cramping, a drop in blood pressure
and loss of consciousness. These
symptoms can occur in as few
as 5 to 15 minutes, but lifethreatening reactions may
progress over several hours.
Any reaction should be reported to your doctor."
What should you do? Get
help immediately!"It is imperative to try to stop the reaction
as soon as possible. You will
need an epinephrine (adrenaline) injection to help stop the
reaction. Epinephrine buys a
lied* time until you can get professional help. You should go
immediately to the nearest
emergency room or hospital for
treatment."
Readers, membership in the
Food Allergy Network is well
worth the $16 a year to any family with this problem.

DEAR ABBY: I agree with your
advice to nude sleepers to keep a
bathrobe handy in case of emergencies. However, in the event of a crisis, one may be too rattled to think
about a robe.
My daughter, her husband and
three young sons Were visiting us
on Jan. 17, the morning of the California quake. After the shaking
stopped, we stumbled around the
house trying to assess the damage.
Suddenly our daughter exclaimed,
"Daddy, you're mooning me!"
Sure enough, I was standing
there without a stitch on, so I
rush/1;st to my bedroom and got
my bathrobe.
Because the electricity failed, my
family couldn't see my very red face.
SIMI VALLEY SURVIVOR
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Lion in Daytona Beach, Fla.
Forty years ago
The steel bridge, spanning
Clarks River on New Concord
Road, was damaged last night
about 9:30 when a truck trailer
jackknifed on the bridge and
almost went off the side into the
river. The truck, driven by Ivan
Hudson with Fred Gibbs as passenger, was pulling a trailer with
78 cross ties on it.
James T. Hatfield has been
named as assistant county agent
for Calloway County.
Mrs. Sanders Miller of Murray
is serving as president of the
Woman's Society of Christian
Service of Paris District of
Methodist Church.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. James William Elkins
and a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ivan
Thompson.

DEAR ABBY

DAILY COMICS
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Newshoor"
43
brothers
keeper'
15 Firmly toiled
47 Charge for
services
49 Ship s lowest
deck
52 Shade of tan
54 Clark (Superman I
55 Actress
Sandra
56 Like (suff )
57 Large cask
59 Printer.
measures
60 Wheel track
63 A continent
labbr

By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: A year and a half
ago I suffered a thalamic stroke. I now
suffer from what my doctor refers to
as thalamic pain syndrome. What can
you tell me about this and is there a
medication for control?
DEAR READER: The thalamus is a
structure within the brain that mediates the perception of pain. Injuries,
such as strokes, to this area are often
associated with a type of chronic discomfort called -neuropathic central
pain," which can affect any part of the
body. This pain is often described as
"burning or lancinating."
Treatment consists of three major
components: mobilization of the
affected part (to prevent "frozen"
joints and muscle wasting), consideration of psychological factors (such as
therapy for anxiety and depression),
and the use of appropriate pain control. This includes analgesics, counseling, hypnosis, trigger point injections and other methods.
Although you are likely to suffer
pain for a long time, much can be
done to ameliorate this symptom. In
particular, you may be helped by
attending a pain clinic; such
resources are available in most teaching hospitals.
To give you more information, I am
sending you a free copy of my Health
Report "Managing Chronic Pain."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send $1.25 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to P.O.
Box 2433. New York. NY 10163 Be
sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Is there any help
for Sjogren's syndrome?
DEAR READER: This autoimmune
disease can cause dry mouth, dry
eyes. enlarged salivary glands, loss of
smell and taste, baldness, arthritis,
pneumonia, and other complications,
such as liver and nerve disorders.
Sjogren's syndrome shares many
characteristics of lupus and rheumatoid arthritis.
The diagnosis is made by blood
tests and special examination of the
speed with which patients form tears
iSchirmer test)
Prednisone and other steroids are
used for therapy of severe cases,
because, untreated, the syndrome can
lead to death from pneumonia, renal
failure, or lymphoma (lymph node
cancer) Mild to moderate cases
require no treatment, other than
symptomatic relief, such as artificial
tears
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Three students now
studying in program

DEATHS
Mrs. Bessie Mae Perry
The funeral for Mrs. Bessie Mae Perry will be today at 4 p.m in the
.tiapel o J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev. William Hornbuckle
ind the Rev. Lester Peoples will officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray City Cemetery
kinds may call at the funeral home from 2 to 4 p.m. today.
airs. Petry, 60, Murray. died Saturday at 6 45 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital
She was a member of St. John Baptist Church She was born March
1934, in Calloway Counts.
Survivors include one daughter, DeVell Perry. Gary. hid.; four
sons. Andrea Perry and Willie D. Perry and wife, Janet. Murray. Craig
Pens, Nashville, Tenn., and Troy Perry. Paris. Tenn.; one brother,
Wiflie E. Perry. and wife. kit. Murray; seven grandchildren

Berlie P. Futrell
Graveside services for &die P. Futrell will be Wednesday at II
m. at the National Military Cemetery at Kingston Springs. Tenn
The family requests that expressions of sympathy be to the United
Sutes Navy Memorial Foundation of which he was a supporter.
formerly of Golden Pond,
Mr. Futrell. 89, Hurricane
lied Saturday at his home.
Born Aug. 13, 1904, be was the son of the late Silas Futrell and
Frocie Vinson Futrell of Golden Pond.
Sursisors include one daughter. Mrs. Barbara J. Miles, Suffolk,
Va.: one son, Cart P. Futrell and wife, Martha Rt. 3, Murray; four
grandchildren. Arthur P. Miles, Suffolk, Va., Penny Futrell, Louisville. and Brian Futrell and Carla Futrell, Murray: a sister-in-law. Mrs.
:Vine Futrell. and several area nieces and nephews.

State Rep. Freed Curd, D-Murray. right, and Sen. Gerald Neal,
D-Louiss ale, conferred on the floor of the House recently. Curd is
chairman of the House Education committee. March is the last full
month of the legislatise session.

Donley Juell (Donnie) Strader
Sers ices for Donley Jaen (Donnie) Strader will be Wednesday at 10
:II in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral home. Cadiz. The Rey. Royce
Dukes and Breu Mills will officiate. Mrs. Mae Perdue will be
organist.
Pallbearers will be Ramey Colson Jr., Gerald Littlejohn. Ed Caldaell, J.L Hendricks, Sheridan Hollowell and Dale Ems. Burial will
:.,110v. in Trigg Memory Acres.
T'riends may call at the funeral borne after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. Strader, 59, Cadiz, died Sunday at 6:25 p.m. at his home._ His
Leath followed a short illness.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Joyce Fowler Strader; one (taughtairs. Teresa Geitgey. Wooster. Ohio; two sons. David Strader.
‘ooster. Ohio. and Wade Walters. Greenville; two grandchildren,
Brandon Geagey and Joseph Geitgey, Wooster, Ohio; one stepdaugh-..:-. Mrs. Starr Littlejohn,-and- one stepgranddaughter, Rachel Littleh,hri, Trigg County; his mother, Mrs. Lina Lorene Wade Werner,
jrigg County.
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Make It Happen
on KET!
TeleFund '94

State Sens. Robert Leeper. D-Pitducah. left, and Jeff Green, DMay field, discuss issues during a break in Senate proceedings. The
1994 General As.sembly will wrap up its work March 30.

MSU recognized

W. James Swann

Funeral rites for W. James Swann were today at 10:30 a.m. in the
Murray State University is recog.hapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood officiated.
as a leader in this region with
nized
music was by Steve Littlefield, soloist, and Joyce Herndon, organist.
television network
interactive
its
Pallbearers were Gillard Ross. Millard Carman, James Easley. Larry
undergraduate and graduoffering
Hurt, John Lassiter, Marion Brown. Hatton Garner and J.D. Rayburn.
ate courses from its main campus to
Pete Farley. Clifton Cochran, Earl Douglas, Thomas Redden,
,aaise,
classrooms on the campuses of
Pat Ward, Ed Elkins. James Thurmond, Bill Moore. Jackie W.
Paducah, Hopkinsville and Madi.lones and Dallas F. Doran. honorary. •
sonville Community Colleges.
Burial was. in Murray City Cemetery.
The need for expanded networkExpressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to First
ing capabilities among the regional
Baptist Church Building Fund.
colleges is constantly increasing. In
Mr. Swann of Murray died Sunday at 1:10 p.m. at Mills Manor,
order to help understand the role
Mayfield.
such networking plays in higher
Survivors include two sisters, Lorene Swann and Louise Swann.
education, Murray State has agreed
.one brother. Robert E. Swann. and a sister-in-law. Mrs. Roy Hoffman
to serve as a downlink site for an
maraay • ihrtft. succc.S., MIS Dorothy Alice FryancL.hus.___..---nreenving-videeceftfereneedeveted
hand, Douglas S., Wilmington, N.C.. Mrs. Betty Herman and husband,
to the discussion and demonstration
Wes, Ridgefield, Wash., and Mrs. Evelyn Scott and husband, James
of networking and distance learning
H. Santa Fe. N.M.; one nephew. Dr. Fred R. Swann. Russellville; two
technologies.
• The videoconference, "Creating
gicat-nieces. Mrs. Beth Boyle Ridgefield. Wish_ and Mrs. Rebecca
Wilson. Gaithersburg, Md.; four great-nephews, Paul Herman, Vana Campus Network Infrastructure,"
couver, Wash.. Robert Scott, Santa Fe, N.M., Kenneth Scou. Albuis presented by the Institute for
Academic Technology (IAT) and •auerque, N.M.. and Sterling Fry, Oak Ridge, N.C.; three great-greatreet:es and seven great-great-nephews.
features a panel of university and
corporate technical professionals
from the IATs two parent organizaHOG MARKET
tions. IBM and the University of
Soo
ederal-Sfalo %wigs %ewe Sonia Mont IS. IllSe
North Carolina at Chapel Hill.
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able to visit most of the United
Three Murray State University
Kingdom and Ireland.
students are currently participating
Peake, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
in a study abroad program, one of
John A. Peake of Louisville, is a
the most rewarding and challenging
public relauons and Spanish double
college experiences offered by
major. She is spending this semester
MSU's Center For International
in Costa Rica to further her experiPrograms.
Rebecca Aticy of Edwardsville, ence in her interest of international
III., and Cindy Shew of Marion, Ill., relations as well as her majors.
are studying at the University of Peake has previouily traveled in
Spain, Great Britain and France.
Sunderland in Sunderland, England, during the spring semester. She is a member of the Public
Relations Student Society of
Bridget Peake of Louisville is in
Costa Rica studying at the Institut° America, Kappa Tau Alpha journalTechnologic° de Costa Rica in - ism honors society. Alpha Chi honors society and the Murray State
Cartago.
Auey, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Chamber Orchestra. As a member
Jean T. Ailey of Edwardsville, Ill., of the Honors Program, Peake is
encouraged to participate in internais a sophomore English major. She
is active in theater at Murray State, tional study.
The Institut° Technologic° is one
participating in both the student-run
theater on campus and the Sock and of three universities located in CarBuskin dramatic society. Attey has tago. Peake is living with a host
family and is participating in devealso worked for WKMS. the public
radio station on the MSU campus. loping public relations materials for
a local firm as part of her study
She will be taking courses in both
abroad.
English literature and world history
The Center for International
to fulfill requirements for her major
Programs at Murray State offers
and minor.
several international exchange opShew,a junior applied mathemaportunities for students as well as
tics major, is the daughter of Carole
many other international programs
Swann and the late James Shcw of
and activities on campus. Linda
Marion, Ill. She is a Presidential
Bartnik, is the study abroad coordiScholar and an Honors Program
nator for the center.
participant.Shew will also be studying courses-Wfulfill het-Majite. Sheis a member of Sigma Sigma Sigma
social sorority, Phi Eta Sigma honors society, the Euclidean Math
Club, Pi Mu Epsilon math honors
society and Gamma Beta Phi leadership . society. She is married to
Steven Fuqua, a math graduate
student at Murray State.
The University of Sunderland is
March 5-20
located on the northeastern coast of
England in a historically significant
area of the United Kingdom. The
1-800-866-0366
Sunderland campus has approximately 16,000 students. During
their stay, Alley and Shew will be

CD OWNERS!
Are You Earning

coconference offering audience
members at the Murray State site the
opportunity to comment or question
panel members directly during the
course to the telecast. Participants in
the videoconference will discover
how to identify organizational activities that could benefit from the
use of networks; design an infrastructure to. work with the widest
range of technologies; and,choose
appropriate management tools and
practices.
"Creating a Campus Network
I nItaatructureill_ air.March_ 24
from noon to 2:30 p.m. in the Curd
Auditorium of the Collins Center
For Industry and Technology at
Murray State.-Anyone interested in
attending should contact John B.
Griffin in Murray State's Center for
Continuing Education at 762-2160.
The videoconference is under-written with support from the office
of the provost and vice president of
academic affairs, and the office of
the vice president for .university
relations and administrative services.
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